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ABSTRACT

This study investigates prediction of structure borne noise radiation and propagation from offshore impact pile driving in shallow water environment. Noise generated by offshore impact pile driving radiates into and propagates through the air, water, and sediment medium. Predicting noise levels around the pile structure at sea is required to estimate the effects of the noise and vibration on marine life. This study used one of the commercial FE (Finite Element) code Abaqus 6.11 to calculate harmonic and transient response of the offshore wind turbine support structure and associated acoustic pressure amplitudes due to hydraulic hammer impact on top. First of all, the study focuses on long range prediction of acoustic pressure by utilizing the results from FE model to existing parabolic equation model as its starting field. In addition to numerical approach, a simple analytical solution has been developed based on the theory of free and forced vibration of thin cylindrical shell. It is useful to calculate structural response by inputting basic pile design parameters such as length, radius and material properties instead of developing numerical models. Then the study numerically investigated effects of noise and vibration along the water – ocean bottom interface because many benthic animals live on the seabed. The ocean bottom for this study was considered as elastic medium which supports propagation of shear and interface waves in addition to compressional waves. Finally, it is important how much we can reduce the noise to protect biological damages on marine life. This study quantitatively predicted noise attenuation of air bubble curtain by putting small size air bubbles in the water column.
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PREFACE

The following dissertation is intended in part for the fulfillment of the requirements set forth by the University of Rhode Island Graduate School and the Department of Ocean Engineering for the degree of Doctorate of Philosophy in Ocean Engineering. The purpose of this work is better understanding on structure borne noise due to offshore impact pile driving using theoretical approach and numerical tools.

This dissertation is presented in manuscript format. Section headings, references, figures, tables, and other formatting choices follow the American Institute of Physics Style Manual.

Manuscript I is written for the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America. It focuses upon prediction of offshore impact pile driving noise using the coupled FE-MMPE model. The coupled model compliments each model’s strengths because the FE model effectively calculate harmonic structural response of the pile and associated complex acoustic pressure amplitude on the surface of the pile and the MMPE model uses the FE outputs as its starting field to calculate SEL (Sound Exposure Level) up to several kilometer ranges. The manuscript I presents details about each numerical model and coupling procedures and the RWI (Response Weighted Index).

Manuscript II is written in a format specific to the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America Express Letter (JASA-EL). This format is mandated to be brief, and limits the author to a figure and page count. The goal of this study is developing theoretical model for impact pile driving. It is motivated calculating structural response of the pile not in the FE modeling GUI environment but inputting basic pile design parameters because
any commercial FE codes need to be licensed and to know strong theoretical backgrounds for reliable modeling and simulation results. The manuscript II describes specific steps from Donnell’s governing equations for thin cylindrical shell and radial displacement outputs due to impact loading as function of time and space.

Manuscript III is written in a format specific to the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America Express Letter (JASA-EL). The study verified the FE model with the measured data in the published paper and developed new FE model with the ocean bottom considered as an elastic material to investigate noise and vibration due to interface waves.

Manuscript IV is also written in a format specific to the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America Express Letter (JASA-EL). It focuses on noise mitigation technology against impact pile driving noise using modeling and simulation of air bubble curtain in the water column. The Manuscript IV is describing the relationship between the location of the air bubble curtain and received SEL.
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Abstract: Offshore wind turbines have been installed throughout Europe and are expected to be built in the United States waters shortly. Pile driving is required for the installation of offshore wind turbines in water depths as deep as 30 m. Noise generated by offshore impact pile driving radiates into and propagates through the air, water, and sediment medium. Predicting noise levels around the pile at sea is required to estimate the effects of the noise and vibration on marine life. This study focuses on long range propagation of acoustic pressure and particle velocity using the coupled FE (Finite Element) – MMPE (Monterey Miami Parabolic Equation) model. The FE model (commercial code Abaqus/CAE 6.11) calculates harmonic response of the complex acoustic pressure on the surface of the pile interacting with water and sediment acoustic medium. The MMPE model accepts the complex acoustic pressure at each frequency along the pile as its starting field and calculates complex acoustic pressure field in water and sediment.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

A. Introduction

Offshore wind turbines are being used by a number of countries to harness the energy of strong, consistent winds that are found over the oceans. In the United States, 53% of the nation’s population lives in coastal areas, where energy costs and demands are high and land-based renewable energy resources are often limited. Abundant offshore wind resources have the potential to supply immense quantities of renewable energy to major U.S. coastal cities, such as New York City and Boston. Offshore winds tend to be higher speed and steadier than on land. The potential energy produced from wind is directly proportional to the cube of the wind speed. As a result, increased wind speeds of only a few kilometers per hour can produce significantly larger amount of electricity. For instance, a turbine at a site with an average wind speed of 25.7 $km/h$ would produce 50% more electricity than at a site with the same turbine and average wind speeds of 22.5 $km/h$. This is one reason that developers are interested in pursuing offshore wind energy resources [1].

However, acoustic energy is created when impact pile driving is used to construct offshore wind turbine platforms and the sound travels into the water along different paths: 1. from the top of the pile where the hammer hits, through the air, into the water; 2. from the top of the pile, down the pile, radiating into the air while travelling down the pile, from air into water; 3. From the top of the pile, down the pile, radiating directly into the water from the length of pile below the waterline; 4. down the pile radiating into the ground, travelling through the ground and radiating back into the water. Acoustic energy arriving from different paths with different phase and time lags creates a pattern of
destructive and constructive interference near the pile and water- (and ground-) borne energy prevails further away from the pile. Noise increases with pile size (diameter and wall thickness) and hammer energy [2-4]. Radiated noise is also affected by environmental parameters in the ocean such as sound speed profile, bathymetry and ocean bottom properties. Figure 1.1 shows how the level increases as one pile is driven from start to end. The pressure amplitude is relatively low at the beginning of piling and it increases as the pile is driven harder into the bottom. A previous study compared the source spectra of anthropogenic sources and pile driving noise is quite intensive in comparison to the other sources except an air gun array [3] as shown in Figure 1.2. Thus, predicting noise levels around offshore support structures is required to estimate the anthropogenic noise impacts upon marine life.

B. Background

Betke et al [5] and De Jong et al [6] investigated underwater radiated noise due to offshore impact pile driving by using measurements Elmer et al [7] also measured data and presented several types of noise reduction techniques such as air bubble curtains, coated tubes as sound barriers etc. It is desirable to develop reliable numerical model to predict the noise for different size of piles and environmental parameters both for environmental assessment and for engineering new noise reduction techniques. Reinhall and Dahl [8-10] contributed significant amount of work on the investigation of impact pile driving noise in regard to numerical modeling using one of the commercial FE code (Comsol Multiphysics) and compared the model results with the measured data within the range of up to 15 m from the pile. This study follows up on their efforts by reproducing their FE model using another commercial FE code (Abaqus/CAE 6.11) [11, 12].
Fundamentals of finite element method and theoretical development of finite element equation for acoustic-structure interaction problem are described in Appendix A. The results of the FE model from this study have been compared with Reinhall and Dahl’s measured data and have been presented and published as conference proceedings [13-15]. This study focuses on simulation of the pile driving noise at long ranges for different sizes of piles and environmental parameters such as bathymetry, sound speed profile in water and properties of the ocean bottom. The FE method is ideal for short range calculations of acoustic pressure from a complex structure, but it becomes computationally unsustainable when the size of the model is increased due to the mesh size requirement for longer ranges. To achieve long range prediction of the noise, the FE code alone has difficulties handling large number of degrees of freedom for the longer range numerical domain. It is also difficult to handle environmental inputs such as depth dependent sound speed profile or range dependent bathymetry. In contrast, the Parabolic Equation (PE) model is ideal for long-range propagation, once a starting field and environmental data can be adequately defined. The PE model can handle range dependence of the environmental parameters. The standard Monterey-Miami Parabolic Equation (MMPE) model accepts input files for source depth, array length, center frequency, frequency bandwidth and number of frequencies with other environmental input files. It is well suited for conventional SONAR (Sound and Navigation and Ranging) applications for the Navy. Details and derivation of PE model are described in Appendix B.

However, a structure-borne noise is space-dependent and broadband and it can’t be represented as single point source or line array. To couple the frequency dependent FE
outputs to the frequency and depth dependent MMPE starting field, the Matlab scripts have been generated and the Standard MMPE code has been modified to input vertical complex acoustic pressure amplitudes from the FE model instead of generating default point or line source. The Matlab scripts enable to run broadband calculation for the MMPE model by accepting the complex acoustic pressure outputs from the FE model at each frequency. Post processing techniques are applied to calculate the peak SPL (Sound Pressure Level) in decibels reference to $1\mu Pa$ and SEL (Sound Exposure Level) which is the total energy level for the time duration or frequency band of interest in units of decibels reference to $1\mu Pa^2$. The modified MMPE model [16] provides the output options for the vertical and horizontal component of particle velocity. It has the additional capability for investigating particle velocity outputs along the water and sediment interface.

Section 1.2 describes the procedures to implement the FE model using the commercial FE code Abaqus/CAE 6.11 and section 1.3 describes the results from the FE model. The section 1.4 describes the methodology to couple FE and MMPE model in detail and presents the results of broadband calculation of the modified MMPE model. Finally section 1.5 investigates environmental impact on marine life using the RWI (Response Weighted Index) for specific species of animals.

1.2 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF OFFSHORE IMPACT PILE DRIVING

A. Geometry
According to the Ocean SAMP (Special Area Management Plan) report [17, 18] the foundation pile for the initial development of the wind farm off Block Island, Rhode Island has a 1.8 m diameter and a 0.05 m wall thickness. The length of the pile below seabed was extended up to six times the diameter in the finite element analysis to ensure adequate soil-structure interaction in the design. Water depth 4.8 km off Block Island is approximately 26 m based on the bathymetry data [19]. Figure 1.3 shows the geometry which is modeled using the Abaqus/CAE 6.11 GUI (Graphic User Interface) and Figure 1.4 shows how this acoustic-structure interaction problem is modeled using the axisymmetric element available in Abaqus/CAE 6.11. To help understanding the axisymmetric model, it is compared with the 3D model. Axisymmetric elements provide for the modeling of bodies of revolution under axially symmetric loading conditions assuming that the hammer evenly strikes at the top of the pile. A body of revolution is generated by revolving a plane cross-section about an axis (the symmetry axis) and is readily described in cylindrical coordinates $r$, $z$ and $\theta$.

**B. Material property**

The FE model of the impact pile driving off Block Island, RI consists of three different materials such as steel, water and sediment. The steel is elastic medium defined by appropriate value of density ($\rho$), Young’s modulus ($E$), and Poisson’s ratio ($\nu$). The water and sediment are considered as acoustic media defined by bulk modulus ($K$) and density ($\rho$). To set proper values of material parameters, the SSP (Sound Speed Profile) and bottom properties from a previous study [17] have been used. Figure 1.5 shows the SSP off Block Island, Rhode Island in August 2009. Overall, the SSP is decreasing with increasing depth. The FE model has difficulty applying this SSP. Hence, the material
properties corresponding to homogeneous water are defined with the mean of the SSP of 1,517.1 m/s. To achieve average SSP of 1,517.1 m/s for the FE model, the bulk modulus is set to 2.358 GPa with density of salt water 1,025 kg/m³. In the acoustic medium, the compressional wave speed can be expressed in terms of bulk modulus ($K$) and density ($\rho$) as shown in equation (1.1).

$$C_p = \sqrt{\frac{K}{\rho}}$$

The compressional wave speed and density in the bottom are 1,580 m/s and 1,200 kg/m³ respectively and the bulk modulus for the bottom is 2.995 GPa. Material properties are summarized in the Table 1.1

C. Mesh

Inadequate mesh refinement is the most common source of errors in acoustic and vibration analysis. For reasonable accuracy, at least six representative inter-nodal intervals of the acoustic mesh should fit into the shortest acoustic wavelength present in the analysis; accuracy improves substantially if ten or more inter-nodal intervals are used at the shortest wavelength. An “inter-nodal interval” is defined as the distance from a node to its nearest neighbor in an element; that is, the element size for a linear element or half of the element size for a quadratic element. At a fixed inter-nodal interval, quadratic elements are more accurate than linear elements. The level of refinement chosen for the acoustic medium should be reflected in the solid medium as well: the solid mesh should be sufficiently refined to accurately model flexural, compressional, and shear waves [18].
In this study the highest frequency of interest is 1,024 Hz and associated wave length with speed of sound 1517 m/s is 1.48 m. The minimum mesh size is determined as 0.25 m by dividing the shortest wavelength of interest. To get better accuracy, mesh size of 0.2 m and quadratic element is chosen in all over the computational domain. The quadratic elements make the inter-nodal intervals half (which is 0.1 m). Approximately 15 elements exist within the shortest wave length of 1.48 m.

D. Steady state dynamic analysis

Abaqus/CAE 6.11’s steady-state dynamic analysis provides the steady-state amplitude and phase of the response of a system due to harmonic excitation at a given frequency. Such analysis is done as a frequency sweep by applying the loading at a series of different frequencies and recording the response. When defining a direct-solution steady-state dynamic step, it needs to specify the frequency ranges of interest and the number of frequencies at which results are required in each range (including the bounding frequencies of the range). The maximum frequency of interest for this study is 1,024 Hz and frequency spacing is 0.5 Hz and total number of frequency points is 2,048.

In addition, it is also required to specify the type of frequency spacing (linear or logarithmic) to be used [19]. It is possible to get field output variables of interest for the post processing of the results of simulation by setting the “Field Output Requests” in the “Step Module”. The complex acoustic pressure, acoustic particile velocity field outputs are defined on top of the default field output setting. The SPL (Sound Pressure Level) for the complex acoustic pressure with reference pressure can be calculated using the post processing toolbox. In this acoustic structure interaction problem, only mechanical loading which is the hydraulic hammer impact applied on top of the pile is considered.
Any other loading conditions such as surface waves, current, and wind are not considered for this FE model analysis. The equation for transient impact pressure amplitude is available in a previous paper by Reinhall and Dahl [8].

\[ p(t) = 2.1 \times 10^8 e^{-\frac{t}{0.004}} \text{ (Pa)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.2)  

For the steady state dynamic analysis, it is necessary to provide Fourier transformed transient loading as indicated in equation (1.2)

\[ P(f) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} p(t)e^{-j2\pi f \cdot dt} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.3)  

Figure 1.6 shows the transient hammer impact pressure loading (calculated using equation (1.2)) on top of the pile and its Fourier Transformed pressure amplitude as function of frequency. In the “Step module”, steady state dynamic analysis has been set to compute complex response i.e. real and imaginary part of acoustic pressure on the surface of the pile. The linear scale is applied to get equally spaced frequency points. This setting enables the FE model to iteratively calculate harmonic response in the steel pile and water and sediment acoustic media at 2,048 frequency points with associated pressure amplitudes. To extract complex acoustic pressure on the surface of the pile, the nodes along the pile length in contact with water and sediment acoustic media are defined and they record frequency dependent complex pressure amplitude at each harmonic loading.

**E. Interaction and constraint**

A numerical boundary of each part is considered as rigid boundary which enables the waves approaching the boundary to be reflected. It is therefore necessary to set a PML
(Perfectly Matched Layer) along the edge of the numerical boundary of water and sediment medium. It is also possible to use non-reflecting acoustic impedance available in the “Interaction Module”. For the acoustic-structure interaction problem, it is important to define constraint to share the same outputs between the nodes on the structure and acoustic medium. Surface-based tie constraints can be used to make the translational and rotational motion as well as all other active degrees of freedom equal for a pair of surfaces. By default, nodes are tied only where the surfaces are close to one another. One surface in the constraint is designated to be the slave surface; the other surface is the master surface [20].

1.3 THE RESULT OF FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

A. FE outputs

It is possible to compute many different types of field/history outputs depending on the setting of “Field output request” and “History output request” in the step module. Abaqus/CAE 6.11 generates field output from data that are spatially distributed over the entire model or over a portion of it. The field output data using deformed shape, contour, or symbol plots can be viewed in the “Visualization module”. Abaqus/CAE 6.11 writes every component of the selected variables to the output database [24]. For this study, complex acoustic pressure and acoustic particle velocity field outputs were added in addition to the default parameters of interest such as stress, strain, displacement/velocity/acceleration, and forces/reactions. Abaqus/CAE 6.11 generates history output from data at specific points in a model. The history output using X–Y plots can be displayed in the Visualization module [24]. To record complex acoustic pressure
on the 185 nodes along the pile, the history output request is set to record complex acoustic pressure on the pre-defined nodes sets.

The magnitudes of acoustic pressure field outputs for the frequencies of 108, 436, 480, 960 Hz are shown in Figure 1.7. These are a few examples out of 2048 field outputs. The acoustic energy inside pile is high compared to outside pile in water and bottom but it is observed that large enough acoustic pressure are radiated. Harmonic loading of lower frequency such as 108 Hz excites lower mode of pile structure coupled with acoustic media. As the frequency of harmonic loading is increasing, the coupled system’s higher mode is excited. Acoustic pressure radiates along the horizontal direction. It is also possible to present horizontal and vertical components of acoustic particle velocity. Overall, we observed that the horizontal component of particle velocity reflects the field output of acoustic pressure. Contribution of vertical component of particle velocity is relatively small.

The goal of developing the FE model is to generate starting field for widely used long range propagation model, the MMPE, because of limitation of the FE model running large numerical domain due to restriction of mesh size requirement and difficulties inputting SSP data. To generate the MMPE starting field at each frequency, complex acoustic pressure along the pile from FE results are used as starting field in the MMPE propagation model. The frequency and depth dependent complex pressure source instead of conventional point or line source should be fit into the MMPE staring field.

B. Generation of acoustic pressure field for MMPE starting field
The MMPE model contains numerical domain larger than the FE model. It is necessary to extend the FE model output to fit into the MMPE model domain. Figure 1.8 shows the examples of FE outputs and associated MMPE starting field. The real and imaginary part of acoustic pressure amplitude along the pile length in water and sediment from the FE model for 100 Hz and 1024 Hz used to generate the MMPE starting field using Matlab Script. For the broadband complex acoustic pressure calculation, the frequency and space dependent starting fields are iteratively input as starting field for the MMPE’s range marching algorithm. The frequency band of interest is identified from the result of the plot for the spatial average of the magnitude of complex acoustic pressure on the surface of the pile. Figure 1.9 shows the spectrum of spatial average of the magnitudes of the complex acoustic pressure defined by the equation (1.4).

\[
\overline{P_i(f)} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} |P_i(f)|
\]  

(1.4)

where, N=184 (total number of nodes on the pile)

A few dominant frequencies for the system of the pile structure interacting with water and bottom media are labeled as 108 Hz, 436 Hz, 480 Hz, and 960 Hz. To cover these dominant frequencies, the frequency band of the MMPE model is set to 55 Hz ~ 1,024 Hz.

1.4 MMPE MODELING

A. Input files

The input files can be classified as main input file (pefiles.inp), environmental data (pessp.inp, pebath.inp, pebotprop.inp, pedbath.inp, pedbotprop.inp), and source data (pesrc.inp). The main input file reads all other input files for the environmental and
source data and defines numerical domain of the MMPE model such as range and depth etc. Specific details about input file are described in the webpage [25]. The sound speed profile off Block Island, RI obtained in August 2009 and bottom property data as a part of Ocean SAMP project is used for the environmental input files (pessp.inp, pebotprop.inp, pedbotprop.inp). The SSP is shown in Figure 1.5. In regard to bathymetry, flat bottom with water depth 26 m is considered for the environmental input file. The range is 3 km and depth is 136.6 m for the MMPE numerical domain (pefiles.inp). The depth of the FE model and the MMPE model are different and it is necessary to generate the MMPE starting field by extending the FE complex acoustic pressure with zero padding up to 136.6 m shown in Figure 1.8.

B. The coupled FE-MMPE model

The goal of this study is to investigate the long range propagation from structure borne noise and vibration. It is required to input complex acoustic pressure at each frequency along the pile as a starting field for the MMPE. The standard MMPE model generates vertical complex acoustic pressure field in water as a starting field which can be defined in the input file (pesrc.inp). The structure-borne noise cannot be represented by simple point or line source and thus it is necessary to input frequency dependent vertical acoustic pressure amplitude obtained from the result of FE steady state dynamic analysis. In addition, this study focuses on the broadband analysis for the frequency band of 55 Hz ~ 1024 Hz with 0.5 Hz frequency spacing. It is necessary to run 1,938 iterative model runs inputting starting field (pesrc.inp) at each frequency and saving the range and depth dependent complex pressure outputs for post-processing. This study modified the MMPE input files and developed post processing Matlab Script files to accomplish
broadband calculation. The modified code enables the iterative broadband analysis with a single run. The standard MMPE calculates TL (Transmission Loss) in dB re 1m and it displays relative level in the field compared to source level. The coupled FE-MMPE model accepts actual complex pressure amplitude from the FE model as its starting field and calculates complex pressure in the field.

1.5 THE RESULT OF THE MMPE MODEL

A. acoustic pressure in water and bottom

The standard MMPE model calculates complex pressure field outputs in the domain of interest. A few example plots for the SPL in dB re 1μPa are shown in Figure 1.10 for the four dominant frequencies. Figure 1.10 shows the SPL of approximately 200 dB re 1μPa close to the pile. This study mainly focuses on the range and depth dependent total energy and peak response in the frequency band from 55 Hz to 1024 Hz along water-sediment interface because benthic species such as ground fish and lobsters are living on the seabed. The total energy in the frequency band, SEL (Sound Exposure Level) in dB re 1μPa² can be approximated by the sum of the magnitude squared of complex acoustic pressure multiplied by frequency spacing.

\[
SEL = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{\int_{\text{55}}^{1024} |P(f)|^2 df}{P_{\text{ref}}^2} \right) = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} |P_n(f)|^2 \times df}{P_{\text{ref}}^2} \right) \tag{1.5}
\]

Figure 1.11 shows cumulative SEL field outputs in dB re 1μPa² as function of depth and range and it is observed that the SEL remains high in the water column which means acoustic energy generated by offshore impact pile driving propagates in water and top of the bottom. The depth dependent SEL data are extracted at four different depths including
water-bottom interface as shown in Figure 1.12. The energy level at the mid-depth and the water-bottom interface are relatively high. Quantitatively, the SEL along water-bottom interface is higher than 200 dB re 1μPa² within 40 m from the piling spot and the SEL at mid-water depth at range 3 km is 167 dB re 1μPa² which is higher than general shipping noise levels.

The range dependent SEL enables to predict RWI (Response Weighted Index) with an input of the number of strikes of piling. RWI attempts to model the biological effects of pile driving. The effects of the intense noise on Chinook salmon which has a swim bladder have been investigated by Halvorsen et al [21]. In this case, we applied the RWI salmon paradigm to the one of the benthic animal, flounder because no published work on this species. The RWI in equation (1.6) ranges from 1 (mild trauma) to 3 (moderate injury) to 5 (mortal injury, dead within an hour) and higher.

\[
\text{RWI} = \exp(-30.050 + 0.149 \times SEL - 0.000171 \times N_{\text{strikes}}) - 1
\] (1.6)

Specifically, physiological impact of each observed injury was assessed and then assigned to weighted trauma categories [21, 22]. The mortal trauma category, weighted 5, included injuries that were severe enough to lead to death. The moderate trauma category, weighted 3, included injuries likely to have an adverse impact on fish health but might not lead directly to mortality. Finally, mild trauma category, weighted 1, referred to injuries of minimal to no physiological cost to fish.

Figure 1.13 shows RWI along the water-bottom interface predicted as a function of range from the pile installation for 960 and 1920 pile strikes. These number of strikes
were used in Halvorsen et al work [21]. The range to the mortality RWI is about 250 m for 960 pile strikes and 300 m for 1920 pile strikes.

In addition the range to morality RWI, it is necessary to investigates effects of marine life by peak acoustic pressure. The peak response in equation (1.7) is obtained by taking inverse Fourier Transform of the frequency dependent complex acoustic pressure.

\[
p(t)_{\text{peak}} = \max \left| \int_{55}^{1024} P(f) e^{i2\pi f t} df \right|
\]  

(1.7)

\[
SPL_{\text{peak}} = 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{p(t)_{\text{peak}}}{P_{\text{ref}}} \right)
\]  

(1.8)

Figure 1.14 shows the Peak SPL (dB re 1μPa) as function of range compared with SEL (dB re 1μPa²). The peak SPL is approximately 10 dB higher than the SEL which means marine life are instantaneously exposed to 10 dB higher acoustic pressure when the first arrival of Mach wave [8] approaches them. Quantitatively, 200 dB re 1μPa within the range approximately 250 m on marine life can cause serious injury due to the impact pile driving.

**B. Particle velocity along water bottom interface**

The MMPE model is capable of calculating horizontal and vertical component of acoustic particle velocity in addition to the acoustic pressure. This study can be extended to explore the effects of vertical component of particle velocity. This can be achieved by using the binary files, apvr.bin (acoustic particle velocity – radial direction) or apvz.bin (acoustic particle velocity – vertical direction) from the MMPE result at each frequency. Figure 1.15 shows the comparison between horizontal and vertical component of particle velocity.
velocities. The MMPE model does not support shear and interface waves in the bottom because the bottom is considered as an equivalent acoustic medium. In practice, impact pile driving can generate shear waves in the bottom and Sholte waves along the water-bottom interface in addition to the compressional waves propagating along the radial direction. The MMPE model only calculates vertical/horizontal component of particle velocity which act on marine life on the sea floor contributed by compressional waves. It is necessary to investigate the effects by the other wave types.

1.6 CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully coupled a FE model to the MMPE model by incorporating the starting field from the FE model into the MMPE model. The coupled FE-MMPE model is advantageous because the FE and the MMPE model compliment their strength. The FE model is ideal for short range calculation of complex acoustic pressure from the complex structure. For this study, we used a simple hollow pile for the structure but it is possible to do similar analysis by importing 3D CAD model of offshore structures or ships for further application. However, the FE model becomes computationally unsustainable when the size of the model is increased due to the mesh size requirement for longer range. The FE model itself has difficulties modeling inhomogeneous acoustic medium reflecting a measured SSP in the water column. In contrast, the MMPE model is ideal for long range propagation, once a starting field can be adequately defined. It is also easy to apply measured SSP and bathymetry data in the model. However the standard MMPE model only accept point or line source with source depth in water which is different from frequency and space dependent structure borne source.
We modeled the coupled FE-MMPE model for offshore impact pile driving off Block Island RI where five jacket type offshore wind farms are planned to be constructed shortly. We assumed that the pile with the length 46.8 m, the radius 1.8 m, and the thickness 0.05 m is driven to 10.8 m in the bottom. The FE axisymmetric element makes the model computationally efficient assuming the loading the associated responses have no variation along azimuthal direction. One of the commercial FE code, Abaqus/CAE 6.11’s steady state dynamic analysis calculates complex acoustic pressure along the length of the pile in contacted with water and bottom acoustic medium. The frequency band for the FE model spanned 1Hz-1024Hz with 0.5Hz frequency spacing. The frequency dependent exponentially decaying pressure amplitudes are applied at each frequency using frequency sweep method. The loading is Fourier Transformed transient impact pressure model developed by Reinhall and Dahl. The FE results on the surface of the pile are considered as source in the MMPE numerical domain. The associated starting fields for the source at each frequency are inputted with other input field in the MMPE model. The MMPE model calculates complex acoustic pressure in the predefined numerical domain and we applied post processing techniques to get range dependent SEL and peak SPL to predict what range will be seriously affected by the offshore impact pile driving. From our mortality RWI plot, we can expect marine life within the range 250 m from piling location are exposed to intensive noise and vibration. It is generally known that the amplitude of shear and interface waves are larger than compressional waves. The ocean bottom maintains rigidity to support shear waves in the bottom and interface waves along the water – bottom interface. We investigated vertical component of particle velocity along the interface which is small compare to horizontal component of particle
velocity because there is only contribution by compressional waves. In reality, the vertical velocity by interface waves is higher than the results from the MMPE model only. It is necessary to explore the effects on marine life due to interface waves propagating along the water-bottom interface in the future.
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### Table 1.1  Material properties of the FE model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Bottom</th>
<th>Steel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density ($\rho, \text{kg/m}^3$)</td>
<td>1,025</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>7900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk Modulus ($K, \text{GPa}$)</td>
<td>2.358</td>
<td>2.995</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s Modulus ($E, \text{GPa}$)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s Ratio ($\nu$)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURES

Figure 1.1  Waveform of impact pile driving recorded at 320 m range. Water depth 3 m, hollow steel pile, diameter 0.8 m, wall thickness 1.3 cm, driven to 25 m below ground, into sandstone bedrock, hydraulic hammer of 12 ton weight and 180 kJ energy rating [2].
Figure 1.2  Source spectra of anthropogenic noise source in the ocean. The power spectral density for the airgun array (dotted line) shows the highest level and the one for pile driving keeps level high for approximate frequency band 100 Hz to 1000 Hz. The other power spectrums for shipping are relatively small compared to airgun array and pile driving [2].
Pile dimension from the Ocean SAMP report

- 1.8 m diameter
- 0.05 m wall thickness
- 46.8 m length (details in the figure below)

Figure 1.3 Determination of pile dimension and water depths for the FE model. The approximated water depth three miles off Block Island RI is 26 m [23] and the pile diameter and thickness are given in the Ocean SAMP report. The length of the pile driven below seabed is six times the diameter.
Figure 1.4  Axisymmetric geometry of FE model and 3D representation. The pile has length 46.8 m, radius 1.8 m, and thickness 0.05 m. The pile is hollow and is filled with same acoustic medium as the one outside the pile. The axisymmetric geometry in the Abaqus/CAE 6.11 (left panel) is the section indicated in the 3D geometry (right panel).
Figure 1.5 The SSP (Sound Speed Profile) in August 2009 (Block Island, Rhode Island). Overall, the SSP is decreasing with increasing depth. The FE model has difficulty applying this SSP. Hence, the material properties for homogeneous water are defined to make the mean of the SSP of 1517.1 m/s.
Figure 1.6  Mathematical expression for the transient hammer impact pressure loading on top of the pile (left panel) and its Fourier Transformed pressure amplitude as function of frequency which is loading condition for steady state dynamic analysis (right panel).

\[ p(t) = 2.1 \times 10^8 e^{-\frac{t}{0.004}} (Pa) \]

Reinhall and Dahl’s transient pressure impact loading

\[ P(f) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} p(t) e^{-j\omega t} dt \]

Fourier Transformed pressure impact loading
Figure 1.7  A few examples of the magnitudes of acoustic pressure field output due to impact pile driving. Harmonic loading with 4 dominant frequencies of 108, 436, 480, 960 Hz.
Figure 1.8  Complex acoustic pressure along the pile length in water and sediment from the FE model for 100 Hz and 1024 Hz (left panels) and the associated MMPE staring field developed using the Matlab Script (right panels).
Figure 1.9  The spectrum of spatial average of the magnitudes of the complex acoustic pressure. A few dominant frequencies of the pile structure interacting with water, bottom media are labeled as 108 Hz, 436 Hz, 480 Hz, and 960 Hz. To cover these dominant frequencies, the frequency band of the MMPE model is set to 55 Hz ~ 1,024 Hz
Figure 1.10  The SPL in dB re 1μPa for the starting fields at frequencies of 108, 436, 480, 960 Hz respectively. Four panels show SPL in dB re 1μPa instead of TL in dB re 1m standard MMPE model’s default representation.
Figure 1.11  The SEL (dB re $1\mu$Pa$^2$) as function of depth and range. The black solid line indicates water-bottom interface.
Figure 1.12  Depth dependent SEL (dB re $1\mu$Pa$^2$) as function of range (km). The energy levels are high at water depth 13 m (mid-depth) and 26 m (water-bottom interface).
Figure 1.13  Response weighted index (RWI) predicted as a function of range from the pile installation for 960 and 1920 pile strikes [24]. Also indicated on the graph are the fish mortality RWI of 5, moderate trauma RWI of 3 and the mild trauma RWI of 1 as suggested by Halvorsen et al [25].
Figure 1.14  Comparison between the peak SPL (dB re 1μPa) and SEL (dB re 1μPa²) as function of range (km).
Figure 1.15  Horizontal and vertical component of particle velocities along the water-bottom interface
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2.1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

A. Introduction

This study has been initiated from the motivation that there is no simple analytical model available for prediction of noise impact on marine life due to impact pile driving. The goal of this study is to develop an efficient method for calculating transient structural response of the pile with given pile design parameters such as length, radius and material properties of the pile. The displacement amplitudes in the radial direction along the pile length can be used to calculate associated acoustic pressure amplitude using the well-known MMPE ocean acoustics propagation model’s starting field. It is advantageous because the method allows the study of the effects of pile design parameters efficiently as compared to the computationally expensive approaches such as Finite Elements.

B. Background

Over five decades, a number of researchers have investigated wave propagation problems in thin wall elastic shell structures in vacuum or in contact with acoustic medium. The latter problem is called acoustic-structure interaction problem. Junger and Feit made contributions that predominately dealt with the harmonic response of coupled acoustic-structural system [1-5] by solving the Helmholtz integral equation. They considered infinite and finite length thin wall cylindrical shell structure. Stepanishen considered transient response of the structure submerged in an acoustic medium [6-11] by solving Kirchhoff integral equation. Kraus described static and dynamic response of general shape and cylindrical/spherical thin elastic shell structure [12, 13]. His book includes specific procedure for calculating transient structural response due to space and time dependent force on the structure which is good benchmark procedure to this study.
These investigators did not directly consider offshore impact pile driving problems but included two major solution approaches for solving acoustic-structure interaction problems. Recently, researchers have used computationally expensive numerical approaches for predicting offshore impact pile driving noise. Reinhall and Dahl used one of the commercial FE (Finite Element) code, Comsol Multiphysics and compared their simulation results with measured data [14, 15]. Kim et al [16-20] also used another commercial FE code, Abaqus/CAE 6.11 to predict transient and harmonic response (acoustic pressure amplitude) for a mono pile considering air, water, and ocean bottom acoustic medium. Any numerical approaches need adequate theoretical background and technical skill for FE modeling and post-processing of raw results. Hence this study presents overall procedures for calculating a forced vibration solution for a finite length membrane cylindrical shell structure without complicated FE modeling. The method only needs to input pile design parameters of interest and can make predictions of pile vibrations quickly and efficiently.

2.2 CALCULATION OF STRUCTURAL RESPONSE OF SHELL- OVERVIEW

To calculate radial displacement on the surface of the pile duo to impact pile driving on top of the pile, we used the classical method of spectral representation (also called normal mode superposition) where in the dependent variables of the theory of shells are expanded in infinite series of the normal modes of free vibration as described in Kraus’s previous work [13]. It is necessary to calculate the normal modes and associated natural frequencies and each normal mode is multiplied by an unknown time dependent coefficient. The unknown coefficients can be determined using orthogonal property and
variation of parameters. This approach is not only applicable to thin cylindrical shell but can also be applied to calculation of space and time dependent displacement for string, beam and plate using appropriate governing equations and boundary conditions. The equations of motion are different in each case and it is needless to say the governing equations for finite length cylindrical shell is more complicated involving three dependent variables (axial ($u_x$), tangential ($u_\theta$), and radial displacement ($w$)) which are coupled due to curvature effect in contrast to circular or rectangular plate problems. Direct solution for three coupled governing equations of cylindrical shell is difficult and requires some assumptions simplifying the equations and reducing calculation steps. The major assumption is azimuthal independence which enables us to use axisymmetric loading applied on top of the pile and the responses are also axisymmetric. This cancels all partial derivatives with respect to azimuthal angle ($\theta$) in the governing equations. We also applied Yu’s assumption [13, 21] that the length ($l$) of the pile is large compared to the radius ($a$) of the pile. This cancels many terms in the modified governing equations too. Lastly, we assumed that the pile is membrane cylindrical shell and this transforms the decoupled 8th order PDE (Partial Differential Equation) to 4th order. The boundary conditions applied are clamped – free condition and the clamped end ($x = 0$) at lower end of pile assuming the pile is driven at the fixity depth in the ocean bottom and upper end ($x = l$) at free condition. The following sections describe details of calculation with the boundary conditions of interest.

2.3 Governing Equations for a Thin Cylindrical Shell

Our analytic solution for the calculation of radial displacement for thin cylindrical shell due to transient impact loading on one end of finite cylinder starts from Donnell’s
equations of motion as expressed in the equation (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) respectively [12, 13].

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u_x}{\partial x^2} + \frac{1 - \nu \partial^2 u_x}{2a^2 \partial \theta^2} + \frac{1 + \nu \partial^2 u_\theta}{2a} \frac{\partial}{\partial x} + \frac{\nu w}{a} \frac{\partial}{\partial x} - \frac{1 - \nu^2}{E} \rho \frac{\partial^2 u_x}{\partial t^2} = 0 \tag{2.1}
\]

\[
\frac{1 + \nu \partial^2 u_x}{2a} \frac{\partial}{\partial x} + \frac{1 - \nu \partial^2 u_\theta}{2a^2 \partial \theta^2} + \frac{1}{a^2} \frac{\partial^2 u_\theta}{\partial \theta^2} + \frac{1}{a^2} \frac{\partial w}{\partial \theta} - \frac{1 - \nu^2}{E} \rho \frac{\partial^2 u_\theta}{\partial t^2} = 0 \tag{2.2}
\]

\[
\frac{\nu u_x}{a^2} \frac{\partial u_x}{\partial x} + \frac{1}{a^2} \frac{\partial u_\theta}{\partial \theta} + \frac{w}{a^2} + \frac{h^2}{12} \partial^4 w + \frac{1 - \nu^2}{E} \rho \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial t^2} = 0 \tag{2.3}
\]

where, \( u_x \): axial displacement, \( u_\theta \): tangential displacement, \( w \): radial displacement, \( a \): radius of finite cylinder, \( E \): Young’s modulus, \( \nu \): Poisson’s ratio, \( h \): thickness of finite cylinder, \( \rho \): density of finite cylinder

These equations governs the displacements in the direction of axial (\( u_x \)), tangential (\( u_\theta \)), and radial (\( w \)) and this study focuses on the radial displacement because radial component of particle velocity on the surface of the pile pushes acoustic media such as air, water, and ocean bottom. In contrast to the case of beam or plate, displacement output of cylindrical shell in each direction are dependent and three equations are coupled each other due to curvature of the cylindrical shell. These governing equations can be decoupled with some operations in series and the final result gives the 8th order decoupled PDE with a dependent variable \( w \) (radial displacement).

2.4 CALCULATION OF MODE SHAPES AND NATURAL FREQUENCIES
A. Calculation of mode shapes

It is necessary to decouple the equations of motion and Kraus [13] provided details about decoupling procedures for Donnell’s equations of motion which are reproduced in the following equations (2.4) – (2.7). First of all, it is recommended to operate on equation (2.1) successively with \( \partial^2 / \partial x^2, \partial^2 / \partial \theta^2 \) and \( \partial^2 / \partial t \) and solve in each case for the term involving \( u_\theta \). Then these expression are substituted into the equation that is obtained by operating on equation (2.2) with \( \partial^2 / \partial x \partial \theta \) to give

\[
\nabla^4 u_x + \frac{\nu}{a^2} \frac{\partial^3 w}{\partial x^3} - \frac{1}{a^3} \frac{\partial^3 w}{\partial x \partial \theta^2} = - \frac{2(1 + \nu)}{E} \rho \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \left( \frac{1 - \nu}{E} \rho \frac{\partial^2 u_x}{\partial t^2} - \frac{3 - \nu}{2} \nabla^2 u_x \right) \quad (2.4)
\]

Then, operating on equation (2.2) with \( \partial^2 / \partial x^2, \partial^2 / \partial \theta^2 \) and \( \partial^2 / \partial t \) and solving in each case for the term involving \( u_x \) and substituting these expressions into the equation obtained by operating on equation (2.1) with \( \partial^2 / \partial x \partial \theta \) gives

\[

\nabla^4 u_\theta + \frac{2 + \nu}{a^2} \frac{\partial^3 w}{\partial x^2 \partial \theta} + \frac{1}{a^4} \frac{\partial^3 w}{\partial \theta^3} = - \frac{2(1 + \nu)}{E} \rho \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \left( \frac{1 - \nu}{E} \rho \frac{\partial^2 u_\theta}{\partial t^2} - \frac{3 - \nu}{2} \nabla^2 u_\theta \right) \quad (2.5)
\]
A third equation is obtained by operating on equation (2.4) and (2.5) with \( v \partial / a \partial x \) and \( \partial^2 / a^2 \partial \theta^2 \), respectively, and adding the results. This gives

\[
\nabla^4 \left( \frac{v}{a} \frac{\partial u_x}{\partial x} + \frac{1}{a^2} \frac{\partial u_\theta}{\partial \theta} \right) + \frac{v^2}{a^2} \frac{\partial^4 w}{\partial x^4} + \frac{2}{a^4} \frac{\partial^4 w}{\partial x^2 \partial \theta^2} + \frac{1}{a^6} \frac{\partial^4 w}{\partial \theta^4}
\]

\[
= -\frac{2(1 + \nu)}{E} \rho \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \left[ \frac{1 - \nu^2}{E} \rho \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \left( \frac{v}{a} \frac{\partial u_x}{\partial x} + \frac{1}{a^2} \frac{\partial u_\theta}{\partial \theta} \right) \right]
\]

\[
= -\frac{3 - \nu}{2} \nabla^2 \left( \frac{v}{a} \frac{\partial u_x}{\partial x} + \frac{1}{a^2} \frac{\partial u_\theta}{\partial \theta} \right) - \frac{v^2}{a^2} \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial x^2} - \frac{1}{a^4} \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial \theta^2}
\]

The quantity in parentheses in equation (2.6) can be expressed in terms of \( w \) from equation (2.3). This final operation gives decoupled 8th order PDE with dependent variable \( w \) as follows

\[
\frac{h^2}{12} \nabla^8 w + \frac{1 - \nu^2}{a^2} \frac{\partial^4 w}{\partial x^4}
\]

\[
= -\frac{2(1 + \nu)}{E} \rho \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \left[ \left( \frac{1 - \nu^2}{E} \rho \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} - \frac{3 - \nu}{2} \nabla^2 \right) \right]
\]

\[
\times \left( \frac{1 - \nu^2}{E} \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial \theta^2} + \frac{w}{a^2} + \frac{h^2}{12} \nabla^4 w \right) + \frac{1 - \nu}{2} \nabla^4 w \quad (2.7)
\]

\[
+ \frac{v^2}{a^2} \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial x^2} + \frac{1}{a^4} \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial \theta^2}
\]

Kraus also provided general solution for the space and time dependent displacement in three directions and these satisfy Donnell’s equations of motion. These equations are
\[ u_{xmn}(x, \theta, t) = \sum_{i=1}^{8} A_i \exp\left(\frac{\lambda_i x}{l}\right) \cos n \theta \cos \omega_{mn} t \]  
\[ (2.8) \]

\[ u_{\theta mn}(x, \theta, t) = \sum_{i=1}^{8} B_i \exp\left(\frac{\lambda_i x}{l}\right) \sin n \theta \cos \omega_{mn} t \]  
\[ (2.9) \]

\[ w_{mn}(x, \theta, t) = \sum_{i=1}^{8} C_i \exp\left(\frac{\lambda_i x}{l}\right) \cos n \theta \cos \omega_{mn} t \]  
\[ (2.10) \]

Equation (2.10) is substituted into the equation (2.7) which is the 8th order decoupled equation and Yu’s assumption that the pile length is large radius is then applied.

\[ \left| \frac{\lambda_i^2 a^2}{n^2 l^2} \right| \ll 1 \]  
\[ (2.11) \]

The result is shown in the following equation and can be more simplified with assumption that the loading and response of the pile is independent of azimuthal angle. All terms including \( n \) are canceled because it is dependent by \( \partial / \partial \theta \).
\[(1 - \nu)(1 - \nu^2) \left(\frac{\lambda_t a}{l}\right)^4\]

\[= 2\Delta^3 - \Delta^2 \left[ 2 + (3 - \nu)\mu^2 \left( 1 - \frac{\lambda_t^2 a^2}{\mu^2 I^2} \right) \right.\]

\[+ \frac{2\mu^4}{\xi} \left( 1 - \frac{\lambda_t^2 a^2}{\mu^2 I^2} \right)^2 \left. \right] \]

\[+ \Delta \left[ (3 - \nu)\mu^2 \left( 1 - \frac{\lambda_t^2 a^2}{\mu^2 I^2} \right) - 2\mu^2 \left( 1 - \nu^2 \frac{\lambda_t^2 a^2}{\mu^2 I^2} \right) \right.\]

\[+ (1 - \nu)\mu^4 \left( 1 - \frac{\lambda_t^2 a^2}{\mu^2 I^2} \right)^2 + (3 - \nu)\mu^4 \left( 1 - \frac{\lambda_t^2 a^2}{\mu^2 I^2} \right)^3 \]

\[- (1 - \nu)\mu^4 \left( 1 - \frac{\lambda_t^2 a^2}{\mu^2 I^2} \right)^4 \]

(2.12)

where, \(a\) : radius of finite cylinder, \(E\): Young’s modulus, \(\nu\): Poisson’s ratio,

\(h\): thickness of finite cylinder, \(\rho\): density of finite cylinder, \(\Delta = \rho a^2 (1 - \nu^2) \frac{\omega^2}{E}\),

\[\frac{1}{\xi} = \frac{h^2}{12a^2}\]

Finally, equation (2.12) simplifies to:

\[(1 - \nu)(1 - \nu^2) \left(\frac{\lambda_t a}{l}\right)^4\]

\[= 2\left\{ \rho a^2 (1 - \nu^2) \frac{\omega^2}{E} \right\}^3 - 2\left\{ \rho a^2 (1 - \nu^2) \frac{\omega^2}{E} \right\}^2\]

(2.13)
The values for $\lambda_i$ in the equation (2.13) will be of the form

$$
\lambda_1 = K, \quad \lambda_2 = -K, \quad \lambda_3 = jK, \quad \lambda_4 = -jK \quad (2.14)
$$

The values for $K$ are related to the boundary conditions of interest and we applied clamped condition at $x = 0$ with zero displacement and slope and free condition at $x = l$ with zero shear and moment as expressed in the following equation

$$
w(x = 0) = \frac{dw(x = 0)}{dx} = 0 \quad (2.15)
$$

$$
\frac{d^2w(x = l)}{dx^2} = \frac{d^3w(x = l)}{dx^3} = 0
$$

Applying four boundary conditions for the general form of radial displacement, equation (2.10) gives

$$
\sum_{i=1}^{4} C_i e^{\lambda_i} = C_1 e^{\lambda_1} + C_2 e^{\lambda_2} + C_3 e^{\lambda_3} + C_4 e^{\lambda_4} = C_1 e^K + C_2 e^{-K} + C_3 e^{jK} + C_4 e^{-jK} = 0 \quad (2.16)
$$

$$
\sum_{i=1}^{4} C_i \lambda_i = C_1 \lambda_1 + C_2 \lambda_2 + C_3 \lambda_3 + C_4 \lambda_4 = C_1 K - C_2 K + jC_3 K - jC_4 K = 0
$$
\[
\sum_{i=1}^{4} C_i \lambda_i e^{\lambda_i} = C_1 \lambda_1 e^{\lambda_1} + C_2 \lambda_2 e^{\lambda_2} + C_3 \lambda_3 e^{\lambda_3} + C_4 \lambda_4 e^{\lambda_4}
\]

\[
= C_1 Ke^K - C_2 Ke^{-K} + jC_3 Ke^{jK} - jC_4 Ke^{-jK} = 0
\]

Matrix form of the homogeneous system equation as follows

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
e^K & e^{-K} & e^{jK} & e^{-jK} \\
K & -K & jK & -jK \\
Ke^K & -Ke^{-K} & jKe^K & -jKe^{-jK}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
C_1 \\
C_2 \\
C_3 \\
C_4
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\] (2.17)

To avoid non-trivial solution, the determinant of the matrix in the equation (2.17) should be zero.

\[
det\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
e^K & e^{-K} & e^{jK} & e^{-jK} \\
K & -K & jK & -jK \\
Ke^K & -Ke^{-K} & jKe^K & -jKe^{-jK}
\end{bmatrix} = 0
\] (2.18)

An analytical solution for equation (2.18) has been calculated using Matlab’s symbolic operation. To make the determinant of homogeneous system matrix zero, there are infinite numbers of roots for \( K \) which are related to number of modes for axial waves along the pile length. To determine the roots for \( K \), we used Matlab built in command “fzero”. The left panel in Figure 2.1 shows the results of roots for \( K \) values.

The next step in calculating mode shapes for axisymmetric membrane cylindrical shell is finding relationship among the values of \( C_i \) from the equation (2.17). In regard to homogeneous system equation the four \( C_i \) are not independent and it is possible to solve
for three of them in terms of fourth. Matlab’s symbolic operation is used again to apply Gauss-Elimination approach on the system matrix. The values for $C_1$, $C_2$, $C_3$ can be expressed as multiplication of $C_4$ as shown in equation (2.19)

$$
C_1 = \alpha C_4, \quad C_2 = \beta C_4, \quad C_3 = \gamma C_4
$$

(2.19)

These expressions are substituted into the general solution form for radial displacement and mode shapes are obtained as shown in equation (2.20).

$$
\begin{align*}
    w_m(x, t) &= \left\{ \alpha C_4 \exp \left( \frac{\lambda_{1m} x}{l} \right) + \beta C_4 \exp \left( \frac{\lambda_{2m} x}{l} \right) + \gamma C_4 \exp \left( \frac{\lambda_{3m} x}{l} \right) \\
    & \quad + C_4 \exp \left( \frac{\lambda_{4m} x}{l} \right) \right\} \cos \omega_m t
\end{align*}
$$

(2.20)

To obtain mode shapes for axial displacement ($u_{xm}(x, t)$), the general solution in the equation (2.8) is substituted into the equation (2.4) with the same assumption we applied in the equation (2.12)

$$
\frac{A_i}{C_i} \left\{ \frac{2}{1 - \nu} \Delta^2 - \frac{3 - \nu}{1 - \nu} \Delta n^2 \left( 1 - \frac{\lambda_{rm}^2 \alpha^2}{n^2 l^2} \right) + n^2 \left( 1 - \frac{\lambda_{rm}^2 \alpha^2}{n^2 l^2} \right)^2 \right\} = -\frac{\lambda_i a}{l} \left\{ \frac{2v}{1 - \nu} \Delta + n^2 \left( 1 + \nu \frac{\lambda_{rm}^2 \alpha^2}{n^2 l^2} \right) \right\}
$$

(2.21)

The coefficients $A_i$ can be expressed as factor of $C_i$ as shown in equation (2.22)
\[ A_i = -\frac{C_i \lambda_i a}{l} \frac{2\nu}{1-\nu} \Delta = -\frac{C_i \lambda_i a}{l} \frac{\nu}{\Delta^2} = \frac{C_i \lambda_i a}{l} M \]  

(2.22)

where, \( M = -\frac{\nu}{\Delta} = -\frac{\nu}{\rho a^2 (1-\nu^2) \omega_n^2/\varepsilon} \)

The values of coefficient \( A_i \) can be determined with known values for \( C_i \) and \( \lambda_i \) and substituting these expression into the general solution for axial displacement

\[
u(x, t) = \left( \alpha A_4 \exp\left(\frac{\lambda_1^m x}{l}\right) + \beta A_4 \exp\left(\frac{\lambda_2^m x}{l}\right) \right) + \gamma A_4 \exp\left(\frac{\lambda_3^m x}{l}\right) + A_4 \exp\left(\frac{\lambda_4^m x}{l}\right) \cos \omega_m t \]  

(2.23)

Kraus [13] also provided the expression for mode shapes of axial displacement \((u_{xm}(x, t))\) with given information of radial displacement \((w_m(x, t))\) as shown in the equation (2.24)

\[ u_{xm}(x, t) = Ma \frac{\partial w_m(x, t)}{\partial x} \]  

(2.24)

We used equation (2.24) to obtain the mode shapes for axial displacement \((u_{xm}(x, t))\).

Figure 2.2 shows mode shapes for the first five modes of radial \((w_m(x, t))\) and axial displacement \((u_{xm}(x, t))\). It shows mode shapes with, \( x = 0 \) clamped and \( x = l \) free, are the applied boundary conditions.

**B. Calculation of natural frequencies**
In addition to the calculation of mode shapes for radial and axial direction, it is necessary to obtain natural frequencies associated with modes shapes to solve free and forced vibration problems of interest using normal mode superposition technique. The natural frequencies are obtained from the equation (2.13) by substituting numerical values of \( K \). The third order polynomial in regard to \( \omega^2 \) with all known input parameters. We used Matlab built in command “fzero” again to determine out \( \omega^2 \). The bottom panel in Figure 2.1 shows natural frequencies for clamped-free axisymmetric membrane cylindrical shell as function of number of half axial waves.

2.5 NORMAL MODE SUPERPOSITION APPROACH

A. Overview of normal mode superposition using string vibration

It is easier to explain normal mode superposition approach for the simplest example such as the response of a fixed-fixed string with point loading in the middle. Then we extend the approach to our problem of interest, impact pile driving on top of the pile.

The governing equation for finite string with fixed-fixed boundary condition is wave equation with a dependent variable, transverse displacement \( y(x, t) \) and space and time dependent loading condition \( q(x, t) \) as shown in the equation (2.25).

\[
\frac{\partial^2 y(x, t)}{\partial x^2} - \frac{1}{c_0^2} \frac{\partial^2 y(x, t)}{\partial t^2} + q(x, t) = 0
\]

(2.25)

where, \( c_0 = \sqrt{\frac{T}{\rho}} \): Phase velocity, \( T \): tension, \( \rho \): linear mass density

The solution in the form of transient response by normal mode superposition can be expressed as in the equation (2.26). \( q_m(t) \) is unknown time dependent coefficients which
governs transient forced vibration problems of interest and \( Y_m(x) \) is mode shapes for the fixed-fixed string.

\[
y(x, t) = \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} q_m(t) Y_m(x) \tag{2.26}
\]

Substituting the equation (2.26) into the governing equation for string with forcing function equation (2.25)

\[
\sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \{ \ddot{q}_m(t) + \omega_m^2 q_m(t) \} Y_m(x) = \frac{1}{\rho} q(x, t)
\tag{2.27}
\]

where, \( \omega_m = \frac{m \pi c_o}{l} \), angular natural frequencies

Multiplying \( Y_n(x) \) on both sides and integrated over the length of finite string gives

\[
\sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \{ \ddot{q}_m(t) + \omega_m^2 q_m(t) \} \int_0^l Y_m(x) Y_n(x) \, dx = \frac{1}{\rho} \int_0^l q(x, t) Y_n(x) \, dx
\tag{2.28}
\]

Using orthogonal property in the equation (2.28)
\[ q''_m(t) + \omega_m^2 q_m(t) = \frac{1}{\rho} \int_0^l Y_m(x)^2 dx \int_0^l q(x, t) Y_n(x) dx \]
\[ = Q_m(t) \]  

(2.29)

The unknown time dependent coefficients can be determined using variation of parameters [22]

\[ q_m(t) = \frac{1}{\omega_m} \int_0^t Q_m(t) \sin(\omega_m(t - \tau))d\tau \]
\[ = \frac{1}{\omega_m} Q_m(t) \sin(\omega_m t) \]  

(2.30)

Transient response of fixed-fixed finite string can be determined by substituting 

\( q_m(t) \) in the equation (2.30) into the general solution form for normal mode superposition in the equation (2.26) with associated mode shapes and natural frequencies.

**B. Forced vibration of membrane cylindrical shell**

We expanded this classical approach to clamped-free membrane cylindrical shell structure by setting normal mode superposition for radial displacement \( w \)

\[
\begin{align*}
\{u_x(x, t)\} &= \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} q_m(t) \{u_{xm}(x)\} \\
\{w(x, t)\} &= \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} q_m(t) \{w_{xm}(x)\}
\end{align*}
\]

(2.31)

Referring to the end result shown in the equation (9.6a) in Kraus [13], we can obtain
\[
\sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \{\rho h q_m(t) + \rho h \omega_m^2 q_m(t)\} \{u_{xm}(x)\} = \begin{pmatrix} p_x(x, t) \\ -p_w(x, t) \end{pmatrix}
\] (2.32)

where, \( q_m(t) \): unknown time dependent coefficients, \( u_m(x) \): mode shapes for axial displacement, \( w_m(x) \): mode shapes for radial displacement, \( p_x(x, t) \): loading in axial direction, \( p_w(x, t) \): loading in radial direction, \( \omega_m \): angular natural frequencies, \( \rho \): density of the pile, \( h \): thickness of the pile

Multiplication of each of equation (2.32) by \( u_n(x) \) and \( w_n(x) \), respectively, addition of two resulting equations and integration over the length of the pile gives

\[
\int_{x=0}^{x=l} \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \{\rho h q_m(t) + \rho h \omega_m^2 q_m(t)\} \{u_{xm}(x)u_{xn}(x) + w_m(x)w_n(x)\} dx
\
= \int_{x=0}^{x=l} \{p_x(x, t)u_{xn}(x) - p_w(x, t)w_n(x)\} dx
\] (2.33)

Using orthogonal property, the integral of the products of the displacement components will be non-zero for the case of \( m=n \)

\[
\{\rho h q_m(t) + \rho h \omega_m^2 q_m(t)\} \{u_{xm}(x)^2 + w_m(x)^2\}
\
= \int_{x=0}^{x=l} \{p_x(x, t)u_{xm}(x) - p_w(x, t)w_n(x)\} dx
\] (2.34)

Rearranging equation (2.34)
\[ q_m(t) + \omega_m^2 q_m(t) = \frac{1}{\rho h} Q_m(t) \]  

(2.35)

where, \[ Q_m(t) = \frac{1}{(u_{xm}(x))^2 + w_m(x)^2} \int_{x=0}^{x=t} (p_x(x,t)u_{xm}(x) - p_w(x,t)w_m(x))dx \]

\( Q_m(t) \) relates space-time dependent forcing functions for axial \((p_x)\) and radial \((p_w)\) directions. We are considering force in the axial direction \((p_x)\) as loading condition because actual impact pile driving involving vertically applied load on top of the pile structure. We ignore the surface loading \((p_w)\) applied on the surface of the pile due to ocean waves, winds, and radiation loading by acoustic media. The unknown time dependent coefficients can be determined using variation of parameters again [12, 13]

\[ q_m(t) = \frac{1}{\rho h \omega_m} \int_0^t Q_m(t) \sin(\omega_m(t - \tau)) d\tau \]

\[ = \frac{1}{\rho h \omega_m} Q_m(t) \sin(\omega_m t) \]  

(2.36)

Finally, transient response of axial and radial displacements due to impact pile driving on top of the pile with clamped-free boundary condition can be obtained by substituting time dependent coefficients \( q_m(t) \) in equation (2.36) into general form of normal mode expansion in equation (2.31). We generated Matlab code for entire procedures for transient structural response.

2.6 RESULTS

We applied example input parameters as indicated in the Table 2.1. The length of 10 m and radius of 1 m for the pile has been assumed. To check propagation speed of the
radial component of waves, we theoretically calculated compression and transverse wave speeds using the equation (2.37) - (2.40).

\[
\text{Bulk Modulus } (\bar{K}) = \frac{E}{3(1-2\nu)} \tag{2.37}
\]

\[
\text{Shear Modulus } (\bar{G}) = \frac{E}{2(1+\nu)} \tag{2.38}
\]

\[
\text{Compressional wave speed } (c_p) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{\rho \left( \bar{K} + \frac{4}{3} \bar{G} \right)}} \tag{2.39}
\]

\[
\text{Transverse wave speed } (c_t) = \sqrt{\frac{\bar{G}}{\rho}} \tag{2.40}
\]

We focus on the transverse wave speed because of the membrane cylindrical shell which supports only transverse wave propagation along the pile. The wave speed is 3,187 m/s using the material parameters in Table 2.1 and equation (2.38) and (2.40). Travel times to \(L/4\), \(L/2\) and \(3L/4\) are 0.0000784, 0.0016, and 0.0024 second respectively.

Figure 2.3 shows snap shots for the corresponding times. We also plotted the radial and axial displacement time history at the location of \(x = L/2\) as shown in Figure 2.4. These plots show the transient radial and axial displacement generated by impact loading applied in the axial direction as a result of simple analytical model. Velocity is then obtained by taking the derivative of the displacement. Harmonic pressure amplitude on the surface of the pile can be determined by taking Fourier Transform and multiplying characteristic acoustic impedance \((\rho c)\) of acoustic medium with the assumption that the spatial domain of pile is discretized finely enough and this enable us to use plane wave approximation. This post processing from the result of simple analytical model
constitutes a starting field for the MMPE model’s broadband calculation we have done in the coupled FE-MMPE approach.

### 2.7 CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a relatively simple semi-analytical model for the structural response of finite length membrane cylindrical shell due to impact pile driving. We set clamped end at $x = 0$ and free end at $x = L$ assuming the pile is driven deep enough in the ocean bottom. Starting from Donnell’s equations of motion for thin cylindrical shell (which is coupled 4th order PDE). We followed decoupling procedure as described in the Kraus [13] and then applied our assumption simplifying the complicated decoupled 8th PDE for the dependent variable of radial displacement. The first assumption is that the loading and associated outputs are axisymmetric and independent of azimuthal angle ($\theta$) which enable us to cancel all the terms partial derivative with respect to azimuthal angle ($\theta$). Other assumptions are that the finite length cylinder is membrane shell and large aspect ratio which is related to the Yu’s assumption [21]. We took advantage of Matlab functions for finding determinant of homogeneous system equation for solving for mode shapes for radial and axial displacement and associated natural frequencies. To handle forced vibration problem of cylindrical shell, we used normal mode superposition approach and the results show that radial displacement propagates with theoretical transverse wave speed. The outputs with some post-processing can be used as a starting field of the ocean acoustics propagation model MMPE as we did our previous study.
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## TABLES

### Table 2.1 Input parameters for analytical model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Material parameters</strong></td>
<td>Density ( (\rho, kg/m^3) )</td>
<td>7831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Young’s Modulus ( (E, GPa) )</td>
<td>206.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poisson’s Ratio (( \nu ))</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geometric parameters</strong></td>
<td>Length (( m ))</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radius (( m ))</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thickness (( m ))</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Propagation speed</strong></td>
<td>Compressional wave speed ( (c_p, m/s) )</td>
<td>5,962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transverse wave speed ( (c_t, m/s) )</td>
<td>3,187</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 2.1  Values of $K$ (top panel) and associated natural frequencies (bottom panel) as function of number of modes
Figure 2.2  Mode shapes for the first 4 modes of radial ($w_m(x, t)$) and axial ($u_{xm}(x, t)$) displacement
Figure 2.3  The radial ($w(x,t)$) and axial ($u_x(x,t)$) displacement at time, $T_{L/4} = 0.000784$ sec (top), $T_{L/2} = 0.0016$ sec (middle), $T_{3L/4} = 0.0024$ sec (bottom)
The radial ($w(x, t)$) and axial ($u_x(x, t)$) displacement time history at $x = L/2$

Figure 2.4

Travel time to $L/2$ by $c_s = 0.0016$
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Abstract: There is concern that sound from offshore impact pile driving may be intense enough to harm marine life. Reinhall and Dahl [1] used one of the commercial FE (Finite Element) code, Comsol Multiphysics and PE (Parabolic Equation) to model offshore impact pile driving noise and they modeled the ocean bottom as fluid half space. We benchmarked their measurement set up using another FE code, Abaqus/CAE 6.11 and verified our model with their measured data. We extended our model by considering the ocean bottom as elastic medium and that enables the prediction of the interface wave (Sholte wave) propagating along the water and ocean bottom interface. Thus, the effects of particle velocity of the acoustic field due to impact pile driving on the seabed on benthic species such as crustaceans and ground fish. In our FE model, we used implicit dynamic analysis and presented acoustic pressure and particle velocity field outputs and received levels at the pre-defined nodes of interest.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

Offshore wind turbines are being used by a number of countries to harness the energy of strong, consistent winds that are found over the oceans[2]. However, sound generated by offshore impact pile driving for wind turbine construction radiates into and propagates through the air, water, and ocean bottom. Noise and vibration increase with pile size (diameter and wall thickness) and hammer energy [3-5]. Researchers have investigated acoustic impact due to this noise in the water column by analyzing measured data and numerical modeling and simulation. We initiated this study by developing a benchmark model with the bottom considered as fluid half-space. Then, we verified our FE model by comparing with the measured data Reinhall and Dahl [1]. We modeled the ocean bottom as elastic medium and observed that the particle velocity amplitudes by interface waves are relatively high compared to the compressional and shear waves in the ocean bottom.

Offshore wind farms are being planned and construction could begin in the near future along the east coast of the U.S. and one of the offshore wind turbines project, Block Island Wind Farm is a 30-megawatt offshore wind farm to be located approximately three miles southeast of Block Island Rhode Island consisting of 5 turbines. The company will begin transmission construction as early as 2014 and offshore construction in 2015 [6].

3.2 BENCHMARK MODEL

Following Reinhall and Dahl [1, 7], we modeled the Vashon pile which was driven using a Delmag D62-22 Diesel Hammer with an impact weight of 6,200 kg and energy of 180 kNm. The initial downward velocity of weight is 7.6 m/s and the equation for the
average pressure across the top of the pile during impact was approximated by \( p(t) = 2.1 \times 10^6 \exp\left(-\frac{t}{\tau}\right) \) Pa, where \( t \) is time after impact and time constant \( \tau \) is equal to 0.004 second [1]. This loading condition was used in our entire FE model. The measurement set up for impact pile driving by Reinhall and Dahl is shown in Figure 3.1. The depth of water is 12.5m and 30.2 m length of pile is driven into the sediment by 10 m. The speed of sounds in the water and sediment are 1485 m/s and 1625 m/s respectively. The associated material properties such as bulk modulus and density are set to achieve these sound speeds. To simulate transient noise radiation from a submerged pile, we used implicit dynamic analysis with pressure impact loading as function of time on top of the pile. A compressional wave in the pile caused by the hammer strike produces an associated radial displacement motion due to the Poisson effect. The radial displacement propagates downwards. Since the speed of sound in the steel pile is higher than in water, the rapidly downward propagating wave produces an acoustic field in the shape of an axisymmetric cone which is called Mach wave. The cone’s apex travels concurrently with the pile deformation wave front. When the Mach wave reaches the pile’s terminal end, it is reflected upwards. This phenomenon is shown in Figure 3.2. The first Mach wave in the water column propagates with the Mach angle and the pre-defined nodes at the distance of 8, 12, and 15 m which correspond to the Reinhall and Dahl’s measurement set up recorded time history of acoustic pressure amplitude. The dynamic range for pressure unit of \( KPa \) in the first panel applies to all other panels consistently for direct comparison. The results in Figure 3.3 obtained by calculating SPL of first arrival Mach wave from our FE analysis compared well with the measured data by the VLA (Vertical Line Array) located at 8, 12, 15 m from the pile in the published paper by
Reinhall and Dahl [1]. The FE results at pre-defined nodes are shown as solid line with different color and the results using red square, black triangle, and blue circle represent measured data. The valued for the these measured SPL data were picked from Reinhall and Dahl’s previous work [1] to overlay our FE results and their measured data.

3.3 MODELING OF IMPACT PILE DRIVING OFF BLOCK ISLAND RI

We extended our FE model to the offshore impact pile driving noise off Block Island Rhode Island based on the results of the benchmark model. According to the Ocean SAMP (Special Area Management Plan) report [8, 9] the foundation pile has 1.8m diameter and 0.05m wall thickness. The length of the pile below seabed was set to 10 m in the FE analysis to ensure some incorporation of ocean bottom - pile structure interaction in the design. Water depth three miles off Block Island is approximately 26 m based on the bathymetry data [10]. We used measured SSP as part of the Ocean SAMP project. Overall, the SSP is decreasing with depth. The FE model has difficulty applying the depth dependent SSP. Hence, the material properties for homogeneous water are defined to make the mean of the SSP, 1,517.1 m/s. To achieve average SSP of 1,517.1 m/s for the FE model, the bulk modulus is set to 2.359 GPa with density of salt water 1,025 kg/m³. In the acoustic medium, the compressional wave speed can be expressed in terms of bulk modulus (K) and density (ρ) as shown in equation (3.1)

\[ c_{p,\text{acoustic}} = \sqrt{\frac{K}{\rho}} \] (3.1)
We considered the ocean bottom as fluid and elastic material because fluid bottom only support propagation of compressional waves but elastic bottom support shear and interface waves in addition to compressional waves. The focus of this study is quantitatively predicting particle velocity due to interface wave on the seabed. We set pre-defined nodes on the seabed with 1 m spacing and these nodes are supposed to record acoustic pressure and velocity time history.

A. Fluid bottom FE model

For this model, the ocean bottom is considered as acoustic medium by inputting density (ρ) and bulk modulus (K) in the property module of Abaqus/CAE 6.11. The compressional wave speed in the bottom is set to 1746 m/s. We used implicit dynamic analysis and maximum time duration was set to 0.0377 second and time increment was set to 6.7535e-5 second. The field output request was defined to calculate acoustic pressure units in Pascal in addition to default setting such as displacement, velocity, acceleration and so on. The history output was set to record acoustic pressure and vertical and horizontal component of velocity time series at the predefined nodes. The virtual HLA is located at water depth 26 m (water-bottom interface). We used 8-node quadratic axisymmetric acoustic quadrilateral element for the air, water, and bottom domain and 8-node biquadratic axisymmetric quadrilateral element for steel pile domain. To prevent reflection from the numerical boundaries from air, water, and bottom domain, non-reflecting boundary condition was defined along the boundary. The boundary conditions for pile structure are set to free top end and fixed lower end assuming the lower end of pile reaches to the fixity depth. This is an acoustic structure interaction problem and the velocity outputs at the nodes on the pile structure in contact with acoustic medium can be
converted associated acoustic pressure at the nodes in the acoustic medium. Specific details about FE theory are well described in the manual [11]. To solve this interaction problem, tie constraints were applied all the contacts in the FE model. For example, the surface of the steel pile interacts with three acoustic media and acoustic media interact at the air-water and water-bottom interface region.

**B. Elastic bottom FE model**

On top of the same FE modeling set up, we tried to model the ocean bottom as elastic medium by inputting Young’s modulus (\(E\)), Poisson’s ratio (\(\nu\)), and density (\(\rho\)) because this modeling supports propagation of shear and interface waves due to impact pile driving in addition to compressional waves. We observed this phenomenon in our previous work [12] and we assumed that vertical component of particle velocity of ground rolling interface waves due to offshore impact pile driving affect animals living on the ocean bottom like flounders and lobsters. For the elastic bottom FE model, we set the pile is driven to 10 m in the ocean bottom. The locations of pre-defined nodes are the same as the setting in the fluid bottom FE model. The compressional wave speed (1,746 m/s) in the elastic bottom is the same as in the fluid bottom FE model. Using equation (3.2), we applied Young’s modulus of 1,147,000,000 Pa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.463 and density of 1886 kg/m\(^3\) for the elastic sediment to achieve corresponding compressional wave speed.

\[
C_{p\text{, elastic}} = \sqrt{\frac{E(1-\nu)}{\rho(1+\nu)(1-2\nu)}} \tag{3.2}
\]
The material properties of each part are summarized in the Table 3.1. Lastly, we applied attenuation in the elastic ocean bottom by defining Rayleigh damping coefficient. We tested the relationship between Rayleigh damping coefficient and attenuation coefficient in the ocean bottom of our interest. We set the bottom attenuation to 0.025 dB/m based on the figure 24 in which reproduced from Potty et al [13]. Structures and foundations damping plays an important role in dynamic analysis. One of the ways to treat damping within modal analysis is to consider the damping value as an equivalent Rayleigh Damping in form of

\[
[C] = \alpha[M] + \beta[K]
\]  
(3.3)

where, \([C]\) = damping matrix of the physical system; \([M]\) = mass matrix of the physical system; \([K]\) = stiffness matrix of the system; \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are pre-defined constants. Modal damping ratios \(\zeta_i\) can be expressed as following with angular frequencies \(\omega_i\)

\[
\zeta_i = \frac{\alpha}{2\omega_i} + \frac{\beta \omega_i}{2} \quad \text{(3.4)}
\]

We assumed the first term in equation (3.4) which is inversely related to angular frequency is small and considered damping ratio is linearly related to angular frequency with Rayleigh damping coefficient \(\beta\). To find out appropriate value of \(\beta\), We carried out parametric study for \(\beta\) in our FE model to achieve this attenuation in the ocean bottom. The specific values for these coefficients are \(\alpha = 0\) and \(\beta = 5 \times 10^{-6}\).
3.4 RESULTS FOR FLUID AND ELASTIC BOTTOM FE MODEL

This section discusses the results of prediction for offshore impact pile driving noise. The acoustic pressure and velocity field outputs are plotted to visualize the evolution of Mach waves from the pile. In addition, we plotted SEL in dB re 1 \( \mu Pa^2 \) and velocity amplitude in m/s on the seabed as function of range. The equation (3.5) is used for the calculation of SEL. \( p(t) \) is pressure time history at the pre-defined nodes.

\[
SEL = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{\int_0^T |p(t)|^2 dt}{1 \mu Pa^2} \right)
\]  

(3.5)

Figure 3.4 shows acoustic pressure output for the fluid bottom FE model. The four panels show evolution of Mach waves from the top of the pile due to exponentially decaying pressure impact on top. The pile is in contacted with three acoustic media, air, water, and bottom. The pile can be seen as straight line because axisymmetric model is used and same material properties for the acoustic media are defined inside and outside pile respectively. The dynamic range is set to the same for the four panels maintaining consistency. In the first panel, it is clearly observed that the Mach wave is propagating down the pile as radial displacement due to Poisson effect by compressional wave. The compressional wave speed in the steel pile is much faster than the one in the acoustic media and the Mach wave has wave front with the Mach angle defined by the equation (3.6)

\[
\theta_{Mach} = \sin^{-1} \left( \frac{c_{p,medium}}{c_{p,pile}} \right)
\]  

(3.6)
As time increases (the second panel), the Mach wave is incident on the ocean bottom and it has bigger Mach angle in the bottom due to higher compressional wave speed in the bottom. When the Mach wave reaches the lower end of the pile it is reflected and propagates back to the top of the pile with associated Mach wave angle as shown in the third panel.

In contrast to the fluid bottom FE model, Figure 3.5 shows offshore impact pile driving noise with the ocean bottom considered as elastic medium. We applied compressional wave attenuation of 0.025 dB/m in the bottom based on the result of previous study by Potty et al [13]. To accomplish the attenuation we defined the Rayleigh damping coefficient $\alpha = 0$ and $\beta = 5 \times 10^{-6}$ in the property module in Abaqus/CAE. There are legends for acoustic pressure in air and water and velocity in the bottom. When the Mach wave meets the ocean bottom, the magnitude of velocity field outputs show wave family of compressional, shear, and interface waves. Each wave has different propagation speed and separation is clearer as the time evolves. In the fourth panel, the compressional wave reaches the horizontal end of the numerical model and slowly propagates as ground rolling wave, interface wave, which has higher amplitude compared to shear and compressional waves.

We focus on the effect of this wave on marine life living on the seabed and investigated the contribution of the interface wave by comparing acoustic pressure amplitudes at pre-defined nodes on the seabed. These nodes are seen as red dots on all of the panels in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5.
We calculated SEL as function of range up to 10 m for this study and it will be possible to get longer range if we increase the size of the FE model. The left panel in Figure 3.6 shows two SEL curves for fluid and elastic bottom FE models. Overall SEL is higher than 200 dB at range 10 m and the SEL of the elastic bottom FE model is approximately 4 dB higher than in fluid bottom FE model due to the contribution of interface wave. The difference between two models is bigger in the near field and it decreases with range because the amplitude of interface wave decays fast.

Finally we investigated the peak velocity propagating along the water-bottom interface. The right panel in Figure 3.6 shows vertical and horizontal component of peak particle velocity as function of range up to a range of 10 m. The combination of vertical and horizontal component of particle velocities constitute ground rolling interface wave and crustaceans and ground fish are exposed to consecutive interface waves due to reflections from lower and top end of the pile for single impact. It is estimated that each pile requires 10,000 strike per pile [12].

3.5 CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully modeled offshore impact pile driving noise using one of the commercial FE code Abaqus/CAE 6.11. The goal of this study is quantitative prediction of noise and vibration impact on the seabed due to interface wave generated by the impact pile driving. It is important to know the impact of pile driving on the animals living on the seabed. We started from development of benchmark model for Reinhall and Dahl’s measurement set up to compare the result of our model with the measured data in the published paper [1]. Even though we are assuming axisymmetric condition and
homogeneous speed of sound in water and flat ocean bottom with water depth of 12.5 m and flat water surface, the calculation of SPL of first arrival Mach wave on to the virtual VLA at 8, 12, and 15 m is well matched to the SPL of measured data. Based on the satisfactory modeling and simulation result of our benchmark model, we extended similar modeling with the scenario of Block Island Wind Farm Project with fluid and elastic bottom FE models. To make our model practically useful, we tested the relationship between Rayleigh damping coefficients for elastic bottom and the attenuation coefficient we want to apply in the piling spot of interest. We observed slowly propagating high velocity amplitude which is interface wave in our crude elastic bottom FE model. It is necessary to investigate the velocity impact on marine in addition to the acoustic impact. Thus we compared SEL outputs for fluid and elastic bottom FE models on the seabed as function of range and the SEL in the elastic bottom has approximately 4 dB higher and the contribution of interface wave decreases quickly with the. The prediction of vertical and horizontal components of velocity on the seabed will be useful in investigating the vibration impact from the biological point of view. We also found the possibility developing inversion scheme using the elastic bottom FE model. Based on the Sholte wave arrivals, it is possible to pose an inverse problem estimate ocean bottom properties.
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### Table 3.1  Material properties of the fluid and elastic bottom FE model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Air</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>fluid bottom</th>
<th>Elastic bottom</th>
<th>Steel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density ((\rho, kg/m^3))</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.025</td>
<td>1.866</td>
<td>1.866</td>
<td>7,831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk Modulus ((K, Pa))</td>
<td>117,650</td>
<td>2,358,821,225</td>
<td>5,750,315,938</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s Modulus ((E, Pa))</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,147,000,000</td>
<td>206,800,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s Ratio((\nu))</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressional wave speed ((m/s))</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>1517.1</td>
<td>1,746</td>
<td>1,746</td>
<td>5,962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear wave speed ((m/s))</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>3,187</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.1 Measurement set up for impact pile driving by Reinhall and Dahl [1, 7]
Figure 3.2  Acoustic wave generated by the pile hammer impact for the case of fluid bottom. The four panels show the evolution of the waves at time $t=4, 8, 12, 16$ milliseconds. The red dots simulating the VLA at 8, 12, and 15 m are recording acoustic pressure time history (all panels have same dynamic ranges).
Figure 3.3 The first-arrival pressure amplitude in dB re 1μPa as a function of depth. The solid lines with different color represent the result of our FE model and the representation of ‘rectangle’, ‘triangle’, ‘circle’ shows measured data from VLA at 8m, 12m, 15m respectively.
Figure 3.4  Acoustic wave generated by the pile hammer impact for the case of fluid bottom FE model. The four panels show the evolution of the waves at time t=6, 12, 18, 24 milliseconds. The air, water, and bottom domain only support propagation of compressional waves. The red dots on the seabed are pre-defined nodes to record acoustic pressure and velocity time history
Figure 3.5  Acoustic wave generated by the pile hammer impact for the case of elastic bottom FE model. The four panels show the evolution of the waves at time t=6, 12, 18, 24 milliseconds. The air and water domain only support propagation of compressional waves and the elastic bottom support compressional, shear, and interface waves.
Figure 3.6  Left panel shows SEL for the fluid and elastic ocean bottom output as function of range up to 10 m. Approximately 4 dB higher in elastic bottom FE model due to interface wave effect. The gap of between fluid and elastic bottom is decreasing with decay of interface wave amplitude. Right panel shows vertical and horizontal component of peak particle velocity on the seabed.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

A. Introduction

Offshore wind turbines are being used by a number of countries to harness the energy of strong, consistent winds that are found over the oceans. Offshore winds tend to blow harder and more uniformly than on land. The potential energy produced from wind is directly proportional to the cube of the wind speed. As a result, increased wind speeds of only a few kilometers per hour can produce a significantly larger amount of electricity. This is one reason that developers are interested in pursuing offshore wind energy resources [1]. However, noise generated by offshore impact pile driving for wind turbine construction radiates into and propagates through the air, water, and ocean bottom. Noise and vibration increase with pile size (diameter and wall thickness) and hammer energy [2-4]. In the United States, offshore wind farms are being planned and construction could begin in the near future along the east coast of the U.S. and one of the offshore wind turbines project, Block Island Wind Farm is a 30-megawatt offshore wind farm to be located approximately three miles southeast of Block Island Rhode Island consisting of 5 turbines. The company will begin transmission construction as early as 2014 and offshore construction in 2015 [5]. Hence it is necessary to investigate how we can mitigate the noise due to these huge offshore wind farm construction planned in the near future.

B. Background

European firms have developed a number of offshore wind turbines and associated noise mitigation technologies which can be classified into two main categories. The primary noise reducing methods with changing the excitation (active method) such as adjusting the parameters of the pile stroke and prolonging the impulse contact time and
using vibrators for small piles instead of impact hammers. The secondary noise reducing methods consist of changing the transmission path (passive method) such as using a pile sleeve or curtain of air bubbles around the pile and putting a foam coated tube as noise barrier over the pile [6, 7]. For the case of pile sleeve system, a pile is surrounded by a sleeve that is made of material with acoustic impedance that is different from that of the medium [7]. This method blocks generated noise due to offshore impact pile driving in the near field and needs relatively low cost. However, it passes noise reflected from the ocean bottom into water because large portion of noise is generated from the part of the pile driven into the sediment. As the depth driven increases and as the bottom gets harder, more acoustic energy propagates through the water from the bottom. To treat this weakness, the ABC system can be used by placing holed hose with larger radius which can trap some amount of acoustic energy from the ocean bottom. Sound propagating in water with air bubbles is subject to a stronger sound attenuation than in pure water because of scattering from resonant bubbles [7]. However air bubbles are easily dispersed by ocean currents and the ABC system is expensive because high pressure air compressor on a ship is required to generate bubbles. Würsig et al [8] did sound testing of the bubble curtain in regard to broadband pulse levels, effects of frequency, and potential reactions of dolphins. Lucke et al [9] placed an air bubble curtain in front of harbor porpoise pool and observed received sound levels and three harbor porpoises’ behavioral reaction. More recently, Kuhn et al [10] developed new system called HSD (Hydro Sound Damper) [11]. Their system uses spherically shape forms or air balloons attached on the fishing net instead of natural air bubble from holed hose placed on the ocean bottom. Their prototype
model covering near field from the pile structure as shown in Figure 6 (reproduced from [10]) has been tested during real pile driving and showed large sound attenuation.

This study focuses on one of the passive method for reducing noise from offshore impact pile driving by blocking the noise within the region of the ABC. We observed from our earlier studies that significant amount of acoustic energy propagates into water from the part of the pile driven into the ocean bottom. Furthermore, it increases with increased length of the pile penetration into the bottom. In our FE model, we placed thin solid air medium in the water domain at the distance of 5 m from the outer surface of the pile and observed that the acoustic energy generated from the pile in contact with water can be trapped and showed large attenuation right behind solid air medium. However, the acoustic energy generated by the part of the pile in the ocean bottom and the peak SPL at 15 m from the pile remains intense enough at water-bottom interface. To make the FE model more realistic, we developed vertically located and equally spaced air bubbles in the water column instead of solid air medium, we used environmental data such as approximate water depth and sound speed profile from the measurement off Block Island Rhode Island in summer 2009. The previous studies motivated this quantitative investigation to explore relationship between different locations of the ABC and the corresponding received level. Reinhall and Dahl’s FE model with Comsol Multiphysics [12] and our previous FE model with the different location of the ABC considered the sediment as acoustic medium which accounts for the propagation of compressional waves. We extended this approach using elastic sediment which can support propagation of shear and interface waves in addition to compressional waves. We applied reasonable values of attenuation coefficient on the elastic bottom based on the previous study by
Overall conclusion is that the results of our FE model verified the hypothesis that we can achieve more attenuation as we place the ABC further from the outer surface of the pile structure.

### 4.2 FE MODELING OF IMPACT PILE DRIVING WITH THE ABC

We modeled offshore impact pile driving using the commercial FE code, Abaqus/CAE 6.11. To verify our model is reliable, we developed benchmark model by reproducing Reinhall and Dahl’s FE model [12] developed by another commercial FE code Comsol Multiphysics. The major assumption in this study is axisymmetric loading and associated outputs which reduces significant amount of computation cost. Our benchmark model is verified by comparing with Reinhall and Dahl’s measured data [12, 14] as described in the Manuscript III. We developed new FE models which includes equally spaced small size air bubbles along the water depth simulating the ABC. The radius of air bubble is 0.02 m and the spacing between adjacent air bubbles is 0.01 m. New FE models simulate offshore impact pile driving noise around Block Island Rhode Island. An approximate water depth of 26 m [15] and average sound speed [16] measured in summer 2009 were used to make this model more realistic. The depth of the pile driven in the bottom is 10 m and we placed vertically spaced 518 air bubbles at 5, 10 m from the outer surface of the pile structure and observed acoustic pressure amplitude time history at 20 m from the pile. The outer edge of numerical boundary, 30 m from the pile is considered as rigid by default. That is to say, the waves are reflected at the outer edge which is condition against non-reflecting boundary as in the liquid bottom. Thus, we limited our total time duration to avoid reflection of propagating waves from outer edges. We applied 0.025 dB/m as attenuation coefficient in the elastic ocean bottom by
inputting Rayleigh damping coefficients $\alpha = 0$ and $\beta = 5 \times 10^{-6}$ when we define 
material properties of the ocean bottom in property module of Abaqus/CAE 6.11. This 
paper presents quantitative prediction of acoustic pressure due to impact pile driving 
without and with the ABC at 5, 10 m. We used implicit dynamic analysis and maximum 
time duration was set to 0.0377 second and time increment was set to 6.7535e-5 second. 
We applied pressure impact loading on top of the pile with the expression given by 
Reinhall and Dahl’s published paper [12] as shown in equation (4.3) and $t$ is time after 
impact and time constant $\tau$ is equal to 0.004 second.

$$p(t) = 2.1 \times 10^8 \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\tau} \right) P \alpha \quad (4.1)$$

The field output request was set to calculate acoustic pressure in Pascal in addition to 
default setting such as displacement, velocity, acceleration and so on. The history outputs 
were set to record acoustic pressure time series at the predefined nodes located at ranges 
of 20 m from the surface of the pile simulating the VLA in the water column and water 
depths of 6.5, 13, 19.5, and 26 m simulating the HLA. We used 8-node quadratic 
axisymmetric acoustic quadrilateral element for the air, water domain and 8-node 
biquadratic axisymmetric quadrilateral element for steel pile and ocean bottom domain. 
Total number of 271,962 elements and 827,210 nodes are used for the ABC FE models. 
To prevent reflection from the numerical boundaries from air and water domain, non- 
reflecting boundary condition was defined along the boundary. This is an acoustic 
structure interaction problem and the velocity outputs at the nodes on the pile structure in 
contact with acoustic medium can be converted associated acoustic pressure at the nodes 
in the acoustic medium. Specific details about FE theory are well described in the manual
To solve this interaction problem, tie constraints were applied all the contacts in the FE model. For example, the surface of the steel pile interacts with three acoustic media and acoustic media interact at the air-water and water-bottom interface region. To define elastic bottom we did input Young’s modulus ($E$), Poisson’s ratio ($\nu$), and density ($\rho$) because this modeling supports propagation of shear and interface waves due to impact pile driving in addition to compressional waves. We observed this phenomenon in our previous work [18]. Using equation (4.1), we applied Young’s modulus of 1,147,000,000 $Pa$ and Poisson’s ratio of 0.463 and density of 1,866 $kg/m^3$ for the elastic sediment to achieve compressional wave speed of 1,750 $m/s$. The material properties for the other domains are summarized in Table 4.1.

$$C_{p, elastic} = \sqrt{\frac{E(1-\nu)}{\rho(1+\nu)(1-2\nu)}}$$ (4.2)

We placed the ABC at 5 $m$ and 10 $m$ from the surface of the pile. This setting is motivated from the question that how much attenuation we can achieve when we place the ABC at full and half the pile length driven into the ocean bottom. We compared the SEL outputs case by case at different locations of virtual VLA and HLA using the equation (4.3). The expression $\tilde{p}_i(t)$ is acoustic pressure amplitudes time history at pre-defined nodes of interest.

$$SEL = 10\log_{10}\left(\frac{\int_0^T |\tilde{p}_i(t)|^2 dt}{1\mu Pa^2}\right)$$ (4.3)

### 4.3 RESULTS OF NEW FE MODELS WITH THE ABC SYSTEM
Implicit dynamic analysis available in the commercial FE code Abaqus/CAE 6.11 solves acoustic-structure interaction problem with time dependent pressure loading applied on top of the pile structure [17]. Figure 4.1 shows propagation of Mach wave from the pile in contact with air and water as acoustic medium and ocean bottom as elastic medium. The dynamic ranges for acoustic pressure in \( Pa \) and velocity in \( m/s \) are consistently applied as legends in the first panel. Four panels show the Mach wave generation and propagated in three different media as time step increases at 6, 12, 18, 14 milliseconds. To extract time history of pressure and velocity amplitudes, the node sets are defined at water depth of 6.5, 13, 19.5, and 26 \( m \) and range of 20 \( m \) from the surface of the pile with 1 \( m \) spacing. Figure 4.2 shows the field outputs when the ABC is located at 5 \( m \) from the pile. Overall, the ABC enables to mitigate acoustic energy in the water column. The length of the pile driven into the ocean bottom is 10 meter and the ABC is located at half distance of it. Hence it is observed that the acoustic pressure amplitude of Mach wave reflected from the pile’s lower end remains high and it is propagating in the water column. It is contribution of compressional wave in the ocean bottom. It is also observed that high acoustic pressure amplitudes close to the bottom by the contribution of interface wave as shown in the fourth panel of Figure 4.2. The acoustic energy can’t be well trapped by the ABC located at 5 \( m \) from the pile. In contrast, Figure 4.3 is showing the results of the case that the ABC is located at 10 \( m \) from the pile and it is observed that more acoustic energy can be trapped within the range of the ABC. The field output in the third panel in Figure 4.3 shows reduction of acoustic energy in the domain behind the ABC. Overall field outputs show that we can achieve more attenuation when we place the ABC range of the same distance the pile is driven in the bottom.
The field outputs are useful understanding transient phenomenon of the entire domain but these are not showing specific values of the outputs. Thus, we extracted acoustic pressure amplitude time history at the pre-defined nodes of interest. At first, we investigated mitigation of noise with the ABC at mid-water depth (13 m) and water-bottom interface (26 m) as function of ranges. The left panel in Figure 4.4 is showing the SEL outputs with the ABC located at 5 m from the pile. The solid lines with blue and red color show the SEL outputs without the ABC at water depth 13 and 26 m respectively. Blue Square and red circle show the SEL outputs with the ABC located at 5 m from the pile. The SEL is approximately 3 dB re 1 \( \mu Pa^2 \) higher within the range of the ABC at 5 m than the one without the ABC because reflected waves by the ABC are superposed with consecutive Mach waves generated from the pile. The SEL output at water depth 13 m is attenuated more than 30 dB in the region right behind the ABC and it is increasing with increased ranges. It is also observed that the SEL in mid-water depth is greatly affected by the existence of the ABC but the SEL extracted along the water-bottom interface remains high with the ABC. This phenomenon is also happening in case of the ABC located at 10 m as shown in the right panel in Figure 4.4.

Lastly, we explored the relationship between noise mitigation and the location of the ABC as shown in Figure 4.5. It is clearly seen that the SEL curves with the ABC located at 5 m and 10 m obtain at least 10 dB re 1 \( \mu Pa^2 \) attenuation comparing to the case without the ABC. The highest attenuation (additional 3 dB re 1 \( \mu Pa^2 \) more attenuation than the SEL from the results of ABC located at 5 m) can be achieved by placing the ABC at 10 m for this case study. Also, we can observe that the SEL curve without the ABC shows approximately 195 dB re 1 \( \mu Pa^2 \) entire water column and the attenuation is
increasing as water depth is shallower for the ABC at 5 m and 10 m. In other words, acoustic energy remains high close to the ocean bottom even if the ABC system for the offshore impact piling location.

4.4 CONCLUSIONS

We have quantitatively investigated the effect placing the ABC to mitigate noise generated by offshore impact pile driving. We developed benchmark FE model using Abaqus/CAE 6.11 in manuscript III and compared our results with measured data in the published paper by Reinhall and Dahl [12]. We extended the benchmark model adding equally spaced sphere shape air medium in the water column with the environmental data off Block Island Rhode Island. Total numbers of 518 spaced air bubbles are placed vertically in the water domain. We modeled cases such as no ABC and the ABC is located at the distance of 5, 10 m from the outer surface of the steel pile structure. To watch how much acoustic energy can be generated from the portion of pile driven into the bottom and reduced by the different locations of ABC, the depth of pile in the bottom is set to 10 m. We watched acoustic pressure field outputs for different time steps showing transient phenomenon of Mach wave propagation by the existence of the different locations of the ABC in the entire domain. We simulated virtual HLA at water depth 13 m and 26 m and VLA at range 20 m to investigate details about the results. The SEL outputs at simulated HLA show that noise attenuation by the ABC at mid-water depth 13 m is more effective than the one on the water-bottom interface (26 m). The SEL at range 20 m shows that noise attenuation can be obtained at least 10 dB re 1 μPa² with the ABC in between the pile and receiver location. In this study, the attenuation by the ABC at 10 m gets approximately 3 dB re 1 μPa² more than the one located at 5 m.
We found that the distance of the ABC is important to get significant reduction of noise in the water column. The better performance can be achieved by placing the ABC further distance from the piling spot, however, tradeoff study for the cost and feasibility extending the distance of the ABC system should be considered. Also, as the distance is increasing, the region of trapped acoustic energy is increasing. It causes more damage to marine life staying within the region of the ABC system. In addition, we found that the SEL outputs remain high at the water-bottom interface regardless of the location of the ABC system and bottom properties. This gives an idea that the ABC itself which contains vertically spaced small air bubbles has limitation mitigating noise impact along the water-bottom interface. It is necessary to investigate extensively to mitigate the acoustic energy in this region because lots of marine life such as lobsters and flounders live on the ocean bottom.
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### Table 4.1  Material properties of the FE model without and with ABC located at 5 m and 10 m

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Air</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Bottom</th>
<th>Steel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density ((\rho, kg/m^3))</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1,025</td>
<td>1,866</td>
<td>7,831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk Modulus ((K, Pa))</td>
<td>117,650</td>
<td>2,358,821,225</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s Modulus ((E, Pa))</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,147,000,000</td>
<td>206,800,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s Ratio((\nu))</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressional wave speed ((m/s))</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>1517.1</td>
<td>1,746</td>
<td>5,962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear wave speed ((m/s))</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>3,187</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURES

Figure 4.1  Acoustic pressure and velocity field outputs for evolution of Mach waves due to offshore impact pile driving. There is no ABC placed for this FE model. Same dynamic ranges applied all for panel for consistency.
Figure 4.2  Acoustic pressure and velocity field outputs for evolution of Mach waves due to offshore impact pile driving. The ABC is placed at range 5 m from the pile for this FE model. Same dynamic ranges applied all for panel for consistency.
Figure 4.3  Acoustic pressure and velocity field outputs for evolution of Mach waves due to offshore impact pile driving. The ABC is placed at range 10 m from the pile for this FE model. Same dynamic ranges applied all for panel for consistency
Figure 4.4  SEL outputs for the case of ABC at 5 m as function of range from simulated HLA located at water depth 13 m and 26 m (left panel). The right panel shows the SEL outputs for the case of the ABC at 10 m.
Figure 4.5  SEL outputs for the case with the ABC at 5 m and 10 m and without the ABC from simulated VLA located at range 20 m.
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APPENDIX A. THEORY OF THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

A.1 Motivation and general concepts

The Finite Element Method (FEM) is a powerful computational technique for the solution of differential and integral equations that arise in various fields of engineering and applied sciences. It is useful in many real problems which are defined on geometrically complex domains and may have different boundary conditions on different portions of the boundary. Therefore, it is usually impossible (or difficult) to find a solution analytically and to generate approximation functions required in the traditional variational methods. Main concept of the FEM is that a given domain can be viewed as an assemblage of simple geometric shapes, called finite elements, for which it is possible to systematically generate the approximation functions. The approximation functions are also called shape function or interpolation functions since they are often constructed using ideas from interpolation theory. For a given boundary value problem, it is possible to develop different finite element approximations depending on the choice of a particular variational and weighed-residual formulation [1].

A.2 Major steps of finite element analysis

Finite element analysis includes the following steps and specific derivation of finite element equation for the model problem is described in Zielinski’s work [1].

- Discretization of the domain into a set of finite elements (mesh generation).
- Weighted-integral weak formulation of the differential equation over a typical finite element (subdomain)
• Development of the finite element model of the problem using its weighted-integral or weak form. The finite element model consists of a set of algebraic equations among the unknown parameters (degrees of freedom) of the element.
• Assembly of finite elements to obtain the global system (i.e. for the total problem) of algebraic equations – for the unknown global degrees of freedom.
• Imposition of essential boundary conditions.
• Solution of the system of algebraic equations to find (approximate) values in the global degrees of freedom.
• Post-computation of solution and quantities of interest.

A.3 Transient and steady state dynamic analysis

To solve acoustic-structure interaction problems of interest, implicit dynamic analysis using direct integration and direct-solution steady-state dynamic analysis were used in one of the commercial FE codes Abaqus. Implicit dynamic analysis calculates transient response of acoustic-structure interaction problems. In this study, a hydraulic hammer strikes offshore wind turbine support structure. Associated transient pressure, \( p(t) = 2.1 \times 10^8 e^{-t/0.004} \), provided by Reinhall and Dahl [2] were applied on top of the pile. The pile is tied with air, water, and ocean bottom media and the FE code calculates structural and acoustical response of coupled system. Transient responses such as, displacement, velocity, acceleration, force, stress in the elastic medium and acoustic pressure in the acoustic media were calculated depending on field/history output requests. In contrast, steady state dynamic analysis calculates the harmonic response of the coupled system. Loading in this analysis type is the frequency dependent pressure amplitude, \( P(f) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} p(t) e^{-j2\pi ft} dt \), which is calculated by taking the Fourier
transform of transient pressure, \( p(t) \). The acoustic pressure outputs on the surface of the pile are complex and they can be used as starting field of long range propagation model, MMPE (Monterey-Miami Parabolic Equation) [3]. Because the MMPE model accepts frequency dependent starting field to initialize the marching algorithm. The transient and steady-state dynamic analysis type can be easily modeled in the GUI environment of finite element commercial code. It is necessary to understand finite element theory on the acoustic-structure interaction problem. Hence, the following section describes the governing equation of the coupled system and the derivation of the variational statement to construct finite element equation for implicit dynamic analysis. Derivation of variational statement for steady state dynamic analysis is similar to transient analysis and details can be obtained in the theory manual [4].

### A.4 Acoustic-structure interaction problems using finite element method

One of the commercial finite element codes, Abaqus, provides a set of elements for modeling a fluid medium undergoing small pressure variations and interface conditions to couple these acoustic elements to a structural model. These elements are provided to model a variety of phenomena involving dynamic interactions between fluid and solid media. The equilibrium equation for small motions of a compressible, adiabatic fluid with velocity-dependent momentum losses is taken to be

\[
\frac{\partial p}{\partial x} + \gamma(x, \theta_l) \dot{u}^f + \rho_f(x, \theta_l) \ddot{u}^f = 0
\]  

(A.1)

where, \( p \) is the excess pressure in the fluid; \( x \) is the spatial position of the fluid particle; \( \dot{u}^f \) is the fluid particle velocity; \( \ddot{u}^f \) is fluid particle acceleration; \( \rho_f \) is the density of the
fluid; \( \gamma \) is the volumetric drag; and \( \theta_i \) are \( i \) independent field variables such as temperature, humidity of air, or salinity of water on which \( \rho_f \) and \( \gamma \) may depend. The constitutive behavior of the fluid is assumed to be inviscid, linear, and compressional

\[
p = -K_f(x, \theta) \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \cdot \mathbf{u}_f
\]

(A.2)

where \( K_f \) is the bulk modulus of the fluid

A.5 Physical boundary conditions in acoustic analysis

Acoustic fields are strongly dependent on the conditions at the boundary of the acoustic medium. The boundary of a region of acoustic medium that obeys equation (A.1) and (A.2) can be divided into sub-regions \( S \) on which the following conditions are imposed:

\( S_{fp} \), where the value of the acoustic pressure \( p \) is prescribed.

\( S_{ft} \), where we prescribe the normal derivative of the acoustic medium. This condition also prescribes the motion of the fluid particles and can be used to model acoustic sources, rigid walls (baffles), incident wave fields, and symmetry planes.

\( S_{fr} \), the “reactive” acoustic boundary, where there is a prescribed linear relationship between the fluid acoustic pressure and its normal derivative. Quite a few physical effects can be modeled in this manner: in particular, the effect of thin layers of material, whose own motions are unimportant, placed between acoustic media and rigid baffles. An example is the carpet glued to the floor of a room or car interior that absorbs and reflects acoustic waves. This thin layer of material provides a “reactive surface,” or impedance
boundary condition, to the acoustic medium. This type of boundary condition is also referred to as an imposed impedance, admittance, or a “Dirichlet to Neumann map.”

$S_{fi}$, the “radiating” acoustic boundary. Often, acoustic media extend sufficiently far from the region of interest that they can be modeled as infinite in extent. In such cases it is convenient to truncate the computational region and apply a boundary condition to simulate waves passing exclusively outward from the computational region.

$S_{fs}$, where the motion of an acoustic medium is directly coupled to the motion of a solid. On such an acoustic-structural boundary the acoustic and structural media have the same displacement normal to the boundary, but the tangential motions are uncoupled.

$S_{frs}$, an acoustic-structural boundary, where the displacements are linearly coupled but not necessarily identically equal due to the presence of a compliant or reactive intervening layer. This layer induces an impedance condition between the relative normal velocity between acoustic fluid and solid structure and the acoustic pressure. It is analogous to a spring and dashpot interposed between the fluid and solid particles. As implemented in Abaqus, an impedance boundary condition surface does not model any mass associated with the reactive lining; if such a mass exists, it should be incorporated into the boundary of the structure.

$S_{ff}$, a boundary between acoustic fluids of possibly differing material properties. On such an interface, displacement continuity requires that the normal forces per unit mass on the fluid particles be equal. This quantity is the natural boundary traction in Abaqus, so this condition is enforced automatically during element assembly. This is also true in one-dimensional analysis (i.e., piping or ducts), where the relevant acoustic properties
include the cross-sectional areas of the elements. Consequently, fluid-fluid boundaries do not require special treatment in Abaqus.

A.6 Formulation for direct integration transient dynamics

To derive the partial differential equation used in direct integration transient analysis, dividing equation (A.1) by $\rho_f$, taking its gradient with respect to $x$, neglect the gradient of $\gamma/\rho_f$, and combining the result with the time derivatives of equation (A.2) to obtain the equation of motion for the fluid in terms of the fluid pressure:

$$\frac{1}{K_f} \ddot{p} + \frac{\gamma}{\rho_f K_f} \dot{\dot{p}} - \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \frac{1}{\rho_f} \frac{\partial p}{\partial x} \right) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.3)

An equivalent weak form for the equation of motion, equation (A.3), is obtained by introducing an arbitrary variational field, $\delta p$, and integrating over the fluid:

$$\int_{V_f} \delta p \left( \frac{1}{K_f} \ddot{p} + \frac{\gamma}{\rho_f K_f} \dot{\dot{p}} - \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \frac{1}{\rho_f} \frac{\partial p}{\partial x} \right) \right) dV = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.4)

Green's theorem allows this to be rewritten as

$$\int_{V_f} \left\{ \delta p \left( \frac{1}{K_f} \ddot{p} + \frac{\gamma}{\rho_f K_f} \dot{\dot{p}} \right) + \frac{1}{\rho_f} \frac{\partial \delta p}{\partial x} \frac{\partial p}{\partial x} \right\} dV + \int_{S} \delta p \left( \frac{1}{\rho_f} \frac{n^2 \cdot \partial p}{\partial x} \right) dS$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.5)

$$= 0$$

Assuming that $p$ is prescribed on $S_{fp}$, the equilibrium equation, equation (A.1), is used on the remainder of the boundary to relate the pressure gradient to the motion of the boundary:
\[ \mathbf{n}^- \cdot \left( \frac{1}{\rho_f} \frac{\partial p}{\partial x} + \frac{\gamma}{\rho_f} \mathbf{u}^f + \ddot{\mathbf{u}}^f \right) = 0 \quad \text{on} \quad S - S_{fp} \quad (A.6) \]

Using this equation, the term \( \mathbf{n}^- \cdot \frac{\partial p}{\partial x} \) is eliminated from equation (A.5) to produce

\[ \int_{V_f} \left\{ \delta \left( \frac{1}{K_f} \ddot{p} + \frac{\gamma}{\rho_f K_f} \dot{p} \right) + \frac{1}{\rho_f} \frac{\partial \delta p}{\partial x} \right\} dV + \int_{S - S_{fp}} \delta p(T(\mathbf{x})) dS = 0 \quad (A.7) \]

where, for convenience, the boundary “traction” term

\[ T(\mathbf{x}) = \mathbf{n}^- \cdot \left( \frac{\gamma}{\rho_f} \mathbf{u}^f + \ddot{\mathbf{u}}^f \right) = -\mathbf{n}^- \cdot \left( \frac{1}{\rho_f} \frac{\partial p}{\partial x} \right) \quad \text{on} \quad S - S_{fp} \quad (A.8) \]

Except for the imposed pressure on \( S_{fp} \), all the other boundary conditions described above can be formulated in terms of \( T(\mathbf{x}) \) which can be referred in Abaqus theory manual [4]. Different definitions for the boundary term, \( T(\mathbf{x}) \) to give the final variational statement for the acoustic medium:
\[
\int_{V_f} \left\{ \delta p \left( \frac{1}{K_f} \ddot{p} + \frac{\gamma}{\rho_f K_f} \dot{p} \right) + \frac{1}{\rho_f} \frac{\partial \delta p}{\partial x} \right\} dV - \int_{S_{ft}} \delta p T_0 dS
\]

\[
+ \int_{S_{fr}} \delta p \left( \frac{\gamma}{\rho_f c_1} - p + \left( \frac{\gamma}{\rho_f k_1} + \frac{1}{c_1} \right) \dot{p} + \frac{1}{k_1} \ddot{p} \right) dS
\]

\[
+ \int_{S_{fs}} \delta p \left( \frac{1}{c_1} \dot{p} + \frac{1}{1} \ddot{p} \right) dS - \int_{S_{fs}} \delta p n^- \cdot \ddot{u}^m dS
\]

\[
+ \int_{S_{frs}} \delta p \left( \frac{\gamma}{\rho_f c_1} p + \left( \frac{\gamma}{\rho_f k_1} + \frac{1}{c_1} \right) \dot{p} + \frac{1}{k_1} \ddot{p} - n^-ight) \cdot \ddot{u}^m dS = 0
\]  

(A.9)

In this appendix, the procedures defining the variational problem for the coupled field \( u^m \) and \( p \) has been covered. The problem is discretized by introducing interpolation functions: in the fluid \( p = H^p p^p, P = 1,2, ... \) up to the number of pressure nodes and in the structure \( u^m = N^N u^N, N = 1,2, ... \) up to the number of displacement degrees of freedom. Galerkin method for the structural system; the variational field has the same form as the displacement: \( \delta u^m = N^N \delta u^N \). For the fluid, \( \delta p = H^p \delta p^p \) has been used but with the subsequent Petrov-Galerkin substitution. This appendix covered derivation of variational statement for direct integration transient dynamics and formulation for finite element equation is described in Abaqus theory manual \([4]\). A formulation for steady state dynamic analysis is also covered in Abaqus manual \([4]\).
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APPENDIX B. PARABOLIC EQUATION MODEL

B.1 Introduction

The parabolic equation method was introduced into underwater acoustics in the early 1970s by Hardin and Tappert [1], who devised an efficient numerical solution scheme based on fast Fourier transforms. Since then, interest in PE techniques has grown steadily within the acoustic modeling community, to the point that the PE method has now become the most popular wave-theory technique for solving range-dependent propagation problems in ocean acoustics. The description about the standard parabolic equation model in this appendix follows the derivation presented in Jensel et al. [2].

B.2 Derivation of parabolic equations

The starting point is the 3-D Helmholtz equation for a constant-density medium in cylindrical coordinates \((r, \varphi, z)\),

\[
\frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \frac{\partial p}{\partial r} \right) + \frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial \varphi^2} \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial z^2} + \frac{\omega^2}{c^2(r, \varphi, z)} p = 0 \tag{B.1}
\]

Assuming azimuthal symmetry and hence no dependence on the \(\varphi\)-coordinate, this reduces to the standard 2-D Helmholtz equation,

\[
\frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial p}{\partial r} + \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial z^2} + k_0^2 n^2 p = 0 \tag{B.2}
\]

where, \(p(r, z)\) is the acoustic pressure, \(k_0 = \omega/c_0\) is reference wavenumber, and \(n(r, z) = c_0/c(r, z)\) is the index of refraction and \(\omega\) is the angular frequency and \(c_0\) is the reference sound speed.
There are several ways to arrive at the standard form of the 2-D parabolic wave equation and this section follow Tappert [3] by assuming the solution of equation (B.2) to take the form

\[ p(r, z) = \psi(r, z)H_0^{(1)}(k_0 r) \]  

(B.3)

The envelop function \( \psi(r, z) \) is assumed to be slowly varying in range and the Hankel function, which satisfies the Bessel differential equation

\[ \frac{\partial^2 H_0^{(1)}(k_0 r)}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial H_0^{(1)}(k_0 r)}{\partial r} + k_0^2 H_0^{(1)}(k_0 r) = 0 \]  

(B.4)

is generally replaced by its asymptotic form for \( k_0 r \gg 1 \),

\[ H_0^{(1)}(k_0 r) \approx \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi k_0 r}} e^{i(k_0 r - \pi/4)} \]  

(B.5)

Substituting trial solution equation (B.3) into the 2-D Helmholtz equation and making use of the Hankel-function property given in equation (B.4),

\[ \frac{\partial^2 \psi}{\partial r^2} + 2i k_0 \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial r} + \frac{\partial^2 \psi}{\partial z^2} + k_0^2 (n^2 - 1) \psi = 0 \]  

(B.6)

Finally, introducing the crucial paraxial approximation in order to arrive at the standard parabolic equation. Small-angle approximation is expressed by
By making use of the paraxial approximation in equation (B.7), the following wave equation is obtained.

\[
\frac{\partial^2 \psi}{\partial r^2} \ll 2i k_0 \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial r}
\]  

(B.7)

\[
2i k_0 \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial r} + \frac{\partial^2 \psi}{\partial z^2} + k_0^2 (n^2 - 1) \psi = 0
\]  

(B.8)

This is the standard parabolic equation introduced into underwater acoustics by Hardin and Tappert [1].

### B.3 Solution of the standard PE by FFTs

The principal advantage of the parabolic wave equation is that it constitutes an initial-value problem in range and hence can be solved by range marching numerical technique, given a source-field distribution over depth at the initial range. It is started by transforming the entire parabolic equation, under the assumption that the refraction index \( n \) is constant. With the forward transform given by equation (B.9) and making use of the transform property in equation (B.10),

\[
\psi(r, z) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \psi(r, k_z) e^{ik_z z} dk_z
\]

(B.9)

\[
\psi(r, k_z) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \psi(r, z) e^{-ik_z z} dz
\]

where, \( k_z \) is the vertical wavenumber.
the transformed wave equation in $\psi(r, z)$ takes the form

$$2i k_0 \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial r} - k_z^2 \psi + k_0^2 (n^2 - 1) \psi = 0 \quad (B.11)$$

Or by rearranging the terms

$$\frac{\partial \psi}{\partial r} - \frac{k_0^2 (n^2 - 1) - k_z^2}{2i k_0} \psi = 0 \quad (B.12)$$

Equation (B.12) is linear first-order differential equation with the solution

$$\psi(r, k_z) = \psi(r_0, k_z) e^{-\frac{k_0^2 (n^2 - 1) - k_z^2}{2ik_0}(r-r_0)} \quad (B.13)$$

Now if we transform (B.12) back to the $z$-domain, the field solution becomes

$$\psi(r, z) = e^{\frac{i k_0(n^2-1)(r-r_0)}{2}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \psi(r_0, k_z) e^{-\frac{i(r-r_0)k_z^2}{2k_0}} e^{i k_z z} dk_z \quad (B.14)$$

Denoting the range increment $(r - r_0)$ by $\Delta r$ and introducing the symbol $\mathcal{F}$ for the Fourier transform from the $z$-domain to the $k_z$ - domain and $\mathcal{F}^{-1}$ as the inverse transform, the field solution can then be written in the compact form
Equation (B.15) is the split-step marching algorithm proposed by Hardin and Tappert [1] for solving the standard parabolic equation. This study used standard MMPE (Monterey Miami Parabolic Equation) model developed by Kevin Smith [4] and more details can be found in the webpage [5].

**B.4 Examples of MMPE results**

Based on theoretical background in the previous section, Kevin Smith developed the Monterey- Miami Parabolic Equation (MMPE) model and this model is available in the public domain. Instructions to prepare the input files and post-processing routines are also provided along with the model. This appendix shows two example results of MMPE model which reproduces Fig. 6.11 and Fig. 6.12 of Computational Ocean Acoustics [2].

The first example modeled the study of wave phenomena such as mode conversion and mode cutoff during upslope propagation in a wedge-shaped ocean represents one of the earliest successful applications of PE techniques to practical ocean acoustics problems [2]. In this example, a homogeneous ocean with a sound speed of 1500 m/s overlying a homogeneous bottom with a speed of 1700 m/s was considered. The source frequency is 25 Hz and the source depth is 180 m. The principal feature of interest in top panel of Figure B.1 is the radiation of sound into the bottom, both at short ranges and on the slope and bottom panel shows associated input parameters such as sound speed profile in water and bottom and bottom properties.
The second example shown in Figure B.2 modeled long range propagation in deep water at a frequency of 230 Hz. The source depth is 18 m, a prominent seamount blocks propagation via deep refracted paths within the initial 20 km. The seamount has a slope of around 14°, with its peak reaching a depth of just 500 m below the sea surface. The bottom is taken to be homogeneous with a sound speed of 1800 m/s and a density of 1500 kg/m³ [2].
Figure B.1  Upslope sound propagation in a wedge-shaped ocean with a penetrable bottom (top) and associated input parameters (bottom)
Figure B.2  Sound propagation across a seamount (top) and associated input parameters (bottom)
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